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s the country braces up for
A
the fourth wave of Covid19, India on Monday, led by
Delhi, recorded a massive 90
per cent jump in its daily
Covid counts. The total number of cases stood at 2,183 cases
against 1,050 on Sunday. This
is the first time in nearly a
month that the country has
registered more than 2,000
cases in a day.
Amid fear of another
Covid wave lurking around
the corner, Uttar Pradesh made
masks mandatory in the NCR
region, including Noida and
Ghaziabad. Lucknow, Hapur,
Meerut, Bulandshahr, and
Baghpat are among other districts where the Uttar Pradesh
Government has made mask in
public places mandatory.
Delhi, which reported 517
Covid cases on Sunday, 56
more than the previous day,
saw its positivity rate breaching
the five per cent mark to touch

7TP[cWRPaTf^aZTabPS\X]XbcTaPS^bT^UcWT2^eXS (_aTeT]cXeTePRRX]Tc^
QT]TUXRXPaXTbPcPePRRX]PcX^]RT]caTX]9P\\d^]<^]SPh

5.33 on Monday from 0.5 two
weeks ago. With these new
cases, the city’s infection tally
has risen to 18,68,550, while the
death toll stood at 26,160.
Meanwhile, Delhi Capitals’
Australian all-rounder Mitchell
Marsh will be out of action for
at least 10 days as a day of
intense drama saw him return
positive for Covid-19 in a second RTPCR test along with two
support staff, taking the total
number of cases to four. The
other two who have tested
positive are team doctor Abhijit

?C8

Salvi and the team masseur.
The RTPCR reports of all
other players have returned
negative. A few days back,
team physio Patrick Farhart
had tested positive for the
virus.
“Marsh’s RTPCR first
report has come negative.
However, the second RT-PCR
report turned out to be positive.
All other playing members
have negative in RT-PCR tests.
There is no threat to
Wednesday’s match between
DC and PBKS,” a senior BCCI

official told PTI on Monday.
It is understood that the
Australian all-rounder showed
some symptoms and a Rapid
Antigen Test was performed
which came positive. It could
have been due to the fact that
he was undergoing rehab under
Farhart and picked up mild
symptoms which didn’t turn
out to be alarming. Salvi also
seemed to have tested positive
because of his proximity to
Farhart and Marsh.
“The DC was supposed to
travel to Pune today but the
entire squad members have
been told to retire to their
respective rooms and as per
protocol RTPCR is being done
to ascertain whether there is an
outbreak in the camp or it is an
isolated case like Farhart,” a
BCCI source had earlier said.
Nationwide, the daily positivity rate, an indicator of the
spread of the infection in the
population, increased from
0.31 per cent on Sunday to 0.83
per cent on Monday.
The total number of
Covid-infected patients in
Delhi, according to Sunday’s
bulletin, is 1,518 — the highest since March 3 this year.
Continued on Page 2
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ongress president Sonia
Gandhi on Monday met
former Jammu & Kashmir
Chief Minister Mehbooba
Mufti and poll strategist
Prashant Kishor as part of the
party’s exercise to rebuild the
UPA as a combative force in the
2024 Lok Sabha polls. Kishor is
expected to join the Congress
in the coming days.
Sources said Kishor played
a key role in arranging the
meeting between Sonia Gandhi
and Mehbooba Mufti, who
drove to 10 Janpath after years
for a meeting with the
Congress president. After the
meeting Mehbooba said it is
the Congress that has kept the
country safe so far, alleging that
the BJP wants to create more
Pakistans.
Sources said in the days
ahead, Kishor could act as a
bridge between the Congress
and its estranged allies. At the
same time, he is expected to go
all out to revive the party in
Uttar Pradesh and Bihar where
the Samajwadi Party and the
RJD are not ready to enter into
any alliance with the Congress.
Continued on Page 2
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he Crime Branch of Delhi
T
Police has formed 14 teams
to investigate the clashes that
took place in Jahangirpuri on
Saturday, said Delhi Police
Commissioner Rakesh Asthana
on Monday.
The police said 24 people
from both communities have
been arrested so far in connection with the violence.
Home Minister Amit Shah
directed Delhi Police officials to
take strict action against culprits in the Jahangirpuri violence case and “set an example
so that such incidents are not
repeated”.
A 36-year-old scrap dealer,
Sheikh Hameed, a resident of
Jahangirpuri, was on Monday
arrested for allegedly supplying
bottles that were pelted during
the clashes. A 28-year-old man,
Sonu alias Imam alias Yunus, a
resident of C Block in
Jahangirpuri, who allegedly
fired shots during the communal clashes, was also arrested. The Delhi Police northwest
district investigation team came
under a minor attack after it
went to Sonu’s house.
Meanwhile, senior police
officials also held a meeting at
the Jahangirpuri police station on Monday in order to
maintain peace and tranquili-
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ty in the violence-hit area in the
northwestern parts of the city.
The police have also registered a First Information
Report (FIR) against the members of the Vishwa Hindu
Parishad (VHP) and Bajrang
Dal for taking out a religious
procession without permission
in Jahangirpuri area where
violent clashes broke out on
April 16.
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he Supreme Court on
Monday cancelled the bail
granted to Ashish Mishra, son
of Union Minister Ajay Mishra,
in the Lakhimpur Kheri violence case and asked him to
surrender in a week.
The SC came down heavily on Allahabad High Court
for granting bail to Mishra
and said, “The victims were
denied ‘a fair and effective
hearing’ in the Allahabad High
Court which adopted a myopic
view of the evidence.”
The apex court bench
headed by Chief Justice of
India NV Ramana held that the
High Court took into account
irrelevant considerations and
gave extra weightage to the
contents of the FIR.
The bench also comprising
Justices Surya Kant and Hima
Kohli rejected the bail application for fresh adjudication “in
a fair, impartial and dispas-

T

sionate manner, and keeping in
view the settled parameters”
within three months after taking note of relevant facts and
the fact that the victims were
not granted a complete opportunity of being heard.
The SC dealt in detail with
the rights of victims in criminal cases and said they are
“totally independent, incomparable, and are not accessory
or auxiliary to those of the
state” under the Code of

Criminal Procedure.
“We are, thus, of the view
that this court on account of
the factors like (i) irrelevant
considerations having impacted the impugned order granting bail; (ii) the High Court
exceeding its jurisdiction by
touching upon the merits of the
case; (iii) denial of victims’ right
to participate in the proceedings; and (iv) the tearing hurry
shown by the High Court in
entertaining or granting bail to
the respondent/accused; can
rightfully cancel the bail, without depriving the RespondentAccused (Mishra) of his legitimate right to seek enlargement
on bail on relevant considerations,” said the bench.
Writing the 24-page order
for the bench, Justice Surya
Kant took note of submissions
of victims that they were not
heard in the high court as the
video connection of their
lawyer was lost and said, “We
are constrained to express our
disappointment with the manner in which the high court
failed to acknowledge the right
of the victims.”
Continued on Page 2
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he
Enforcement
T
Directorate (ED) has provisionally attached assets worth
C757.77 crore of Amway India
Enterprises Private Limited, a
subsidiary of an American
multinational company.
Amway is accused of running
a multi-level marketing scam in
the country.
The attached properties
include land and factory building of Amway at Dindigul in
Tamil Nadu, plant and machinery, vehicles, bank accounts,
and fixed deposits. The ED has
provisionally attached immovable and movable properties
worth C411.83 crore and bank
balances of C345.94 crore from
36 different accounts belonging
to Amway.
“A money laundering
investigation by the ED
revealed that Amway is running a ‘pyramid’ fraud in the
guise of direct selling multilevel marketing networks. It is

observed that the prices of
most of the products offered by
the company are exorbitant as
compared to the alternative
popular products of reputed
manufacturers available in the
open market. Without knowing
the real facts, the gullible public is induced to join as members of the company and purchase products at exorbitant
prices. They are thus losing
their hard earned money,” the
ED said in a statement.
The new members are not
buying the products to use
them, but to become rich by

becoming members as showcased by the upline members.
Reality is that the commissions
received by the upline members
contribute enormously in the
hike of prices of the products,
it said.
“The company has collected an amount of C27,562 crore
from its business operations
from 2002-03 to 2021-22 and
out of the multi-level marketing, the company has paid
commission of C7,588 crore to
its distributors and members in
India and in the USA during
financial year 2002-03 to 2020-

21,” the agency further said.
The entire focus of the
company is about propagating
how members can become rich
by becoming members. There
is no focus on the products.
Products are used as a masquerade for this MLM Pyramid
fraud as a direct selling firm.
Amway has brought C21.39
crore as share capital in India
in 1996-97 and till 2020-21 the
company has remitted huge
amounts of C2,859.10 crore in
the name of dividend, royalty
and other payments to their
investors and parent entities.
Two firms — Britt
Worldwide India Private
Limited and M/s. Network
Twenty One Private Limited —
also played a major role in promoting the pyramid scheme of
Amway by conducting seminars for joining members
under the guise of sale of
goods by enrollment of members in the chain system. The
promoters are conducting
mega conventions and flaunt
their lavish lifestyle and use
social media to lure gullible
investors, it added.
Continued on Page 2

The police said they have
arrested Prem Sharma, VHP’s
district sewa pramukh, in connection with the violence.
Meanwhile, on Monday,
the C block area in
Jahangirpuri saw few locals
occasionally on the roads with
the majority of the shops
closed, amid heavy deployment of the police in the area.
Continued on Page 2
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micron is more likely than
other coronavirus variants
to cause upper airway infection
(UAI) among children, putting
them at risk of heart attack and
other severe complications,
according to a study.
The researchers from the
University of Colorado,
Northwestern University and
Stony Brook University in the
US analysed data from the
National Covid Cohort
Collaborative pertaining to
18,849 children under age 19
who were hospitalised with
Covid-19.
The study, published last
week in the journal JAMA
Pediatrics, also found that
Omicron causes UAI in
younger children with the
mean age of hospitalised chil-

O

dren falling from about four
years and five months during
the pre-Omicron period to
about two years and one month
during the Omicron period.
The proportion of children with a pediatric complex
chronic condition was not significantly different in the preOmicron period compared
with the Omicron period, they
said.
The researchers conducted
the study to determine if cases
of UAI among children
increased when Omicron
became the dominant SARSCoV-2 variant in the US.
The proportion of children with a pediatric complex
chronic condition was not significantly different in the preOmicron period compared
with the Omicron period, they
said. Overall, 21.1 per cent of
children hospitalised with both
Covid-19 and UAI developed
severe diseases requiring measures like inserting a tube into
the lungs to assist with breathing, known as intubation.
Continued on Page 2
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he Government has
appointed Lt General
Manoj C Pande as the next
Army Chief. At present, he is
the Vice Chief of the Army
and will assume the new
charge on April 30 after incumbent General MM Naravane
retires.
Pande will be the first officer from the engineer stream of
the Army to become the Chief.
Prior to him, most Army
Chiefs were from the infantry,
artillery or the armoured corps,
generally referred to as the
fighting or the combat arms.
Born on May 6, 1962,
Pande was commissioned on
December 24, 1982 in the
Corps of Engineers (The
Bombay Sappers). During his
long and distinguished service
spanning over 39 years, he
served in a variety of command, staff and instructional
appointments.
Continued on Page 2
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rime Minister Narendra
P
Modi will address the
nation from the Red Fort on
the 400th “Parkash Purab” of
Sikh guru Tegh Bahadur on
April 21.
Modi will also release a
commemorative coin and
postage stamp on the occasion,
according to the Ministry of
Culture. Teg Bahadur was the
ninth of ten gurus who founded the Sikh religion.
Aurangzeb beheaded Guru
Tegh Bahadur on November
24, 1675 in front of a massive
crowd. Gurdwara Sis Ganj
Sahib in Chandni Chowk
marks the place of his
execution.
Guru Teg Bahadur was
also the father of the 10th and
the last Guru of Sikh Guru
Gobind Sigh.

Four hundred “ragis” (Sikh
musicians) will perform in a
“Shabad Kirtan” to mark the
auspicious occasion, the ministry said.
The Union Ministry of
Culture will organise the events
in collaboration with the Delhi
Sikh Gurdwara Management
Committee.
Chief Ministers of many
States and several prominent
personalities from across the
length and breadth of the subcontinent and foreign countries
will be part of the celebrations,
it said.
This programme on the
400th Parkash Purab (birth
anniversary) of Sikh guru Tegh
Bahadur is being organised as
part of Azadi ka Amrit
Mahotsav.
Last year Modi had visited
Sis Ganj Sahib Gurudwara in
the national Capital and offered
prayers.

mid the hue and cry over
inflated maintenance
charges in highrise apartments,
real estate experts and leaders
of various resident associations have accused the builders
of extorting money from
homebuyers even after selling
the apartments.
Residents are forced to pay
C2,500 to C10,000 as maintenance charges for various services, they said, adding that
however, builders never deliver on their promises and condition of many buildings is
deteriorating for want of care
and repair.
“The wall of my apartment has developed cracks. I
requested the builder many
times to get it fixed but nothing has been done. What most
hurt is that they charge us
C6,100 per month in the name
of maintenance,” a resident of
Supertech Eco Village 1 said.
Indrish Gupta, a member
of Noida Estate Flat Owner

Welfare
Association
(NEFOWA), said, “The maintenance charges are very high
in the skyscrapers in the Noida
Extension area. The Noida
Authority should categorise
the society and set the maintenance charges accordingly.”
He said for category A the
charges should be C2.25 per
square metre, for category B C2
per square metre, and for category C C1.75 per square metre.
“Regarding this issue, we also
wrote a letter to the Noida

Authority but no action was
taken by them,” he said.
“The maintenance charges
are skyrocketing as the builder,
after making a fortune from
selling the flats, still doesn’t
want to leave the buyers.
Instead, they are collecting
these charges on a monthly
basis and still earning a huge
amount of profit from the flat
owners,” said Annu Khan, president of Noida Estate Flat
Owner’s Main Association.
Continued on Page 2
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elhi Deputy Chief Minister
Manish Sisodia on Monday
sought to draw Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's attention to the
condition of some schools in
Gujarat, saying during a visit, he
found that toilets were broken
and students did not have any
desks. The senior Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP) leader also shared
on Twitter pictures from his visit
to these schools that showed
children sitting on the floor of
classrooms. Sisodia had visited
two state-run schools in
Bhavnagar, the Assembly constituency and hometown of
Gujarat Education Minister Jitu
Vaghani, last week.
The deputy chief minister's
tweet came in response to one
by Modi in which he stated that
he will be visiting the Vidya
Samiksha Kendra in Gujarat

D

on Monday. "Upon reaching
Gujarat tomorrow, I will visit the
Vidya Samiksha Kendra. This
modern centre leverages data
and technology in order to
improve learning outcomes. I
will also interact with those
who are working in the education sector," Modi had said in a
series of tweets on Sunday, sharing details of his three-day visit
to Gujarat. Replying to Modi's
tweet, Sisodia said, "Prime
Minister! You may not see from
the modern centre of Vidya
Samiksha Kendra the picture of
these schools, where there is no
desk to sit, there are cobwebs like
those in closed junkyards, toilets
are broken... I have personally
seen such schools in the constituency of the education minister of Gujarat."
After his visit to the
Bhavnagar schools, Sisodia had
claimed they were in a bad shape
and guest teachers were man-
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ttar Pradesh’s Finance
Minister Suresh Kumar
U
Khanna, on Monday, claimed
that the state gross domestic
product (GSDP) had grown by
40 per cent in last five years.
Khanna said despite the
difficult situation during the
COVID-19 pandemic, the
state's gross state domestic
product increased by 40 per
cent in the last five years and
Uttar Pradesh achieved a much
better financial management.
In the financial year 201617, when the Bharatiya Janata
Party government was formed
in the state, the GSDP of the
state was Rs 12.47 lakh crore
and at present, it has reached
the level of Rs 17.49 lakh
crore, he added.
Along with this, the credit deposit ratio of the state has
also increased. When the BJP
government assumed office
five years ago, this ratio was 46
per cent and now it has
increased by six per cent.
The minister said that the
100 days’ programme

announced by his department
included a loan disbursal of Rs
21,000 crore to the eligible people under various heads and
this work had already started.
He said in the next six
months, loans amounting to Rs
51,000 crore, and in the next
five years, Rs 2 lakh crore,
would be disbursed.
More than 90,000 banking
outlets had been opened in the
state during the last five years,
which include Bank Mitras
and Bank Sakhis, he said.
Bank Mitras and Bank
Sakhis help the general public
in the banking system, the
minister pointed out, adding
that at present there are 19,056
bank branches in Uttar
Pradesh and in this way there
are 1,33,938 banking outlets in
the state.
“To increase the banking
facility in the state, the public
sector and private banks will
open 700 new branches and
700 ATMs in the coming
days,” the minister said.
Khanna said that the number of digital transactions had
also increased in Uttar
Pradesh. In 2021-22 , digital
transactions of Rs 268 crore
were done till December, while
in the year 2017-18 this figure
stood at Rs 122.84 crore.
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ven as the Apex Court on
Monday cancelled the bail
E
of Union Minister of State for
Home Ajay Mishra Teni’s son
Ashish Mishra, Lakhimpur
Kheri once again hogged the
headline, this time when a
speeding SUV with 'MLA'
sticker, said to be of Bharatiya
Janata Party MLA from Sadar,
ran over two cousins riding a
motorcycle, killing them on the
spot. The accident took place
on
Bahraich
highway.
"Two motorcycle-borne
men were killed after their
motorcycle collided with a car
on Bahraich highway. The vehicle is said to be of Sadar MLA

(Yogesh Verma). We have taken
both the driver and vehicle in
our custody. Further probe is
underway," Superintendent of
Police of Lakhimpur Kheri,
Sanjiv Suman, disclosed to the
media persons.
The deceased were identified as Ravi Verma (26) and his
cousin Vikram Verma (22),
the police said, adding that Ravi
was survived by his wife and a
minor child. Both the deceased
were residents of Kiratpur village that comes under Kheri
police station.
According to the police,
BJP MLA Yogesh Verma was
returning home in the vehicle
after attending a marriage function when the accident
occurred.

aging them on a salary that is
renewed every month.
Seeking to highlight the
Delhi model of education during his visit ahead of the Gujarat
Assembly polls, he had said the
ruling BJP had done little to
improve the condition of government-run schools despite
being at the helm for the last 27
years.
Two days after returning
from Gujarat, Sisodia wrote to
Gujarat Chief Minister
Bhupendrabhai Patel and
Vaghani asking them to keep
political differences aside and
visit Delhi's government schools
to witness the AAP's model of
governance.
After its stupendous victory in the Punjab polls, the AAP
is gearing up to contest all 182
seats in the Gujarat Assembly
elections by presenting itself as
a viable alternative to both BJP
and Congress.
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he national capital experienced a hot 'Monday' as the
maximum temperature settled
at 41.6 degree Celsius, which is
five notches warmer than the
normal temperature for this
time of year. The power
demand in the city also crossed
5574 megawatt on Monday,
that is highest this season.
The minimum temperature in Delhi was recorded at
22.5 degrees Celsius which is
one notch above than the normal temperature, stated the
IMD data.
The highest humidity was
52 per cent at 8.30 A.M and the
lowest humidity in the weather was 18 per cent at 5:30 P.M.
"Heatwave conditions in
isolated pockets very likely to
prevail over Delhi and adjacent
states on 18th and 19th. It is
likely to abate thereafter due to
approaching
Western
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ith the rise in COVID-19
cases in the National
Capital Region area of Uttar
Pradesh, Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath has instructed officials to monitor the situation
closely and has ordered that
masks should be made compulsory in all the NCR districts
and Lucknow as the Omicron
variant of novel coronavirus
has been found during genome
sequencing.
A Government spokesman
claimed that 115 fresh cases of
novel coronavirus infection
were reported in UP in the last
24 hours and with this the tally
of active cases in the state has
gone up to 695.
During the routine Team 9
meeting here on Monday, the
chief minister said in some
states bordering UP there was
an increase in the cases of
COVID-19.
"It is also having effect in
the NCR districts. Cases are
increasing here for the last few
days. In the last 24 hours, 65
new positive COVID-19
patients have been reported
from Gautam Buddha Nagar,
20 in Ghaziabad and 10 in
Lucknow. The situation in these
areas should be closely monitored," he said.
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Before becoming the Vice
Chief, he headed the Eastern
Command which faces China
in Arunachal Pradesh and
Sikkim.
Before that he headed the
first tri-service Andaman and
Nicobar Command which
guards the crucial sea lanes in
the Indian Ocean and the Bay
of Bengal.
Besides this, his command
appointments include command of an Engineer Brigade
in the Western Theatre, as part
of Strike Corps and an Infantry
Brigade along with Line-ofControl (LOC) in Jammu &
Kashmir.
Other important command appointments include a
Mountain Division in the highaltitude area of the Western
Ladakh and Command of a
Corps, deployed along the Line
of Actual Control(LAC)facing
China and in counter-insurgency operations area of
Eastern Command.

The chief minister said
masks should be made mandatory in public places in NCR
districts like Gautam Buddha
Nagar, Ghaziabad, Hapur,
Meerut, Bulandshahr and
Baghpat, and also in Lucknow.
“In these districts, people
who have not been vaccinated
should be identified and vaccinated. Public address systems should be used effectively. People with symptoms
should be tested,” he said.
In the meeting, the chief
minister was informed that
during genome sequencing
only the Omicron variant of
novel coronavirus had been
confirmed.
According to experts, it is
possible that the number of
COVID-19 cases might
increase but chances of their
hospitalisation or of the patient
becoming very serious are rare.
In the last 24 hours, 83,864
Covid tests were done, out of
which 115 samples tested positive for novel coronavirus
infection. In the same period,
29 COVID-19 patients recovered in the state.
The chief minister said the
progress of the Covid vaccination campaign was satisfactory but there was a need to
accelerate the vaccination of
children.

Disturbance, wind conditions and cloudiness
over some parts of these
areas," the IMD said in a
bulletin.
The IMD predicted
that light isolated rainfall
is likely to happen in the
national capital between
April 19 to April 22 and
strong dust and raising winds
(speed reaching between 25-35
kmph) very likely on April 19
and April 20.
The Air Quality Index
(AQI) around 6.45 pm was 261,
according to data recorded by
the System of Air Quality and
Weather Forecasting And
Research.
An AQI between zero and
50 is considered "good", 51 and
100 "satisfactory", 101 and 200
"moderate", 201 and 300
"poor", 301 and 400 "very
poor", and 401 and 500
"severe".
“The Delhi witnessed the
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a broad daylight robbery,
C1 crore was looted
Ifromnaround
a van of a cash collection

power demand of 5574 MW on
Monday. This was the season’s
highest power demand in the
national capital. Last year, the
city witnessed the peak
demand of 4372 MW in the
month of April,” BSES said.
“After clocking 7323 MW
in 2021, Delhi’s peak power
demand during the summers of
2022 may cross the 8000 MW
for the first time. This is more
than the all-time peak power
demand of 7409 MW recorded in 2019. During the summers of 2020, it had clocked
6314 MW,” BSES officials predicted.
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elhi Deputy
Chief Minister
Manish Sisodia on
Monday chaired a
meeting to review the
progress of the
announced schemes
and
policy,
announced in the
Rozgar Budget, with
the officials of the
finance department
and Dialogue and
Development
Commission (DDC),
in the national capital. Following up on the review
conducted by the Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal earlier this
month, the Deputy CM has suggested that the respective departments take immediate action to
start implementing the various
projects and has taken a project
wise update across all sectors.
“The Government has initiated the planning for the
Dilli shopping festival which
includes conducting a stakeholder consultation with key
members of retail market associations planned on 21st April.
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The AAP government intends
to make this a completely collaborative process and seek
suggestions and opinions from
the retail market associations at
every stage of the development
of retail markets and for planning the Dilli shopping festival,”
Sisodia said.“For Grade A retail
and food hubs, with a focus on
developing them on bus depots
and terminals, discussions are
to be scheduled with the
Transport Department to prepare an action plan to take the
project forward,” Sisodia added.

company by three armed men
on Monday. The accused
threw chili powder into the
eyes of the guard and the van
driver, holding them hostage at
gunpoint before fleeing with
the money.
According to police, the
incident took place around
2.45 pm when employees of
S&IB Company went to collect
cash from a Maruti showroom
on Sohna Road near Subhash
Chowk. The van was parked
outside the showroom when a
company employee, Akhilesh,
went into the showroom to collect cash. Van driver Ranjit
and guard Vipin were in the
van. In the meantime, three
armed robbers came there.
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a shocking incident, six
returning from a wedIdingnpeople
ceremony were killed
while four others were seriously
injured after their jeep collided head-on with a truck in
Babuganj Sagra locality of
Gauriganj in Amethi district,
police said on Monday.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath on Monday
expressed their grief over these
deaths in Amethi late on
Sunday night.
“The road accident in
Gauriganj, Amethi in Uttar
Pradesh is very sad. My deepest condolences to the families
of those who lost their lives in
this (accident). Along with
this, I wish the injured people

As many as 2,183 new
Covid cases have been recorded over the past 24 hours.
Amid the increase in infections,
the
Delhi
Disaster
Management
Authority
(DDMA) will take stock of the
situation and meet on
April 20.
In view of the improving
Covid-19 situation, the Uttar
Pradesh Government had
given relaxation in wearing
face masks earlier this month.
The rise in Covid cases in the
national Capital is also a cause
of concern for Uttar
Pardesh.
A total of 214 deaths have
been recorded over the past 24

hours. This, however, includes
a backlog of 212 deaths from
Kerala — a backlog of 62
deaths has been cleared following court appeals and the
state reported 150 deaths
between April 13 and
April 16.
The number of active cases,
however, has seen a minor dip
from 11, 558 to 11,542. The
country has recorded a total of
over
4.30
crore
cases since the pandemic
struck.
Several students in Delhi
and adjoining cities of
Ghaziabad and Noida have
tested positive over the past
couple of weeks, sparking panic
leading to the closure of
schools.
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However, a few shops were
seen open in G block which is
around 200 meters away from
a mosque. The police have
pitched tents near the barricades. The officials from the
Crime Branch were seen collecting footage of CCTV cameras from shops regarding the
incident.
Addressing the press conference on Monday, Asthana
also asserted that those
involved in the violent clashes
will not be spared irrespective
of class, creed or religion.
The CP said as per investigation so far, there was no
attempt to hoist any saffron flag
at the mosque during the pro-
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“Children with severe UAI
are at risk of cardiac arrest from
rapid-onset upper airway
obstruction. They may require
therapies typically provided in
intensive care units, including
frequent administration of
nebulized racemic epinephrine, helium-oxygen mixtures,
and
intubation,”
the authors of the study
noted.
Nebulised racemic epinephrine is typically reserved
for patients in the hospital setting
with
moderate-to-severe respiratory distress.
“While the rate of SARSCoV-2 pediatric UAI is not
overwhelmingly high, understanding this new clinical phenotype and the potential for
acute upper airway obstruction
may help guide therapeutic
decision-making,”
they
said.
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The verdict considered
questions including whether a
“victim”, as defined by CrPC, is
entitled to be heard at the
stage of adjudication of the bail
plea of an accused. The apex
court passed the judgment on
the victims’ petition filed by
noted lawyer Prashant
Bhushan.
The apex court also dealt
with the issue of whether the
high court overlooked relevant considerations while
granting bail and if so, should
the apex court interfere. The
bench said until recently, criminal law had been viewed on a
dimensional plane in which
courts were required to adjudicate between the accused
and the State, and the “victim”
had no participation in the
adjudicatory process and “was
made to sit outside the court as
a mute spectator”.

The Centre had, in
December 2021, banned directselling companies from promoting pyramid and moneycirculation schemes as it notified new rules for the directselling industry.
Amway, founded in 1959,
is an American multi-level
marketing company headquartered in Michigan and
sells health, beauty and home
care products besides energy
drinks. Amway and its sister
companies under Alticor
reported sales worth USD 8.4
billion in 2019.
Under the Nutrilite brand,
the company sells vitamin,
mineral and dietary supplements. Likewise, under the
Artistry brand, products are
offered by the company for personalized solutions with skincare, colour, and makeup.

a speedy recovery," tweeted
the PMO on Monday.
Meanwhile, a spokesperson
said in Lucknow that Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath also
expressed grief at the loss of
lives in the accident, and directed officials to provide adequate
treatment to the injured persons. Superintendent of Police
of Amethi, Dinesh Singh, said
the accident took place near
Babuganj Sagra ashram late
Sunday night (around 12:15
am). He said the Bolero jeep
was returning from Nasirabad
area of Rae Bareli with people
from different villages in
Amethi after they attended a
marriage ceremony. He
claimed that the jeep collided
with a truck in which five,
including a kid, were killed on
the spot.
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New Delhi: The 20th edition of
the annual international conference of Rajiv Gandhi Cancer
Institute and Research Centre
(RGCIRC) was held on the
theme of "Frontiers in Uro
Oncology". As one-of-its-kind
conclave of the medical fraternity, RGCON had faculty from
all leading hospitals in India
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They threw red chili powder into the eyes of the driver
and the guard. They then held
them hostage at gunpoint and
fled with a bag of cash containing around C1 crore, said police.
Preliminary investigation
suggests that the accused used
a black car to execute the crime.
At the time of the incident security guard was not present in the
victim's car and the vehicle's
windowpane was also open
and a locker was available in the
car. The entire cash was in a single bag, police said. "4-5 armed
assailants escape with a huge
amount of cash collection
employees. We have launched
a search for the criminals. We
will also question these employees for further investigation,"
said Virender Kumar, Deputy
Commissioner of Police (East)
adding that they are examining
the CCTV footage obtained
from the crime spot.

cession.
According to Asthana, on
Saturday, around 4.15 pm, a
procession had started on the
occasion of Hanuman Jayanti.
The routes taken were traditional and around 6:15 pm,
those in front of the procession
moved ahead.
“However, those who were
following them stopped after
getting into a heated argument following which stones
were pelted,” said the CP.
“Police have registered a
case and 23 people from both
communities have been held so
far. Eight of them have previous criminal records. Three
firearms and five swords have
also been seized from the
accused so far,” said the CP.
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besides the sterling presence of
faculties from major cancer
care centres around the
world.
Chief guest Dr Randeep
Guleria, Director of All India
Institute of Medical Sciences
(AIIMS), congratulated RGCIR
for the "excellent work" in the
field of oncology.
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he Uttar Pradesh government is preparing a big
T
platform for employment of
youth in the state. The state
government plans to develop a
mini-industrial area in Aligarh,
which will create employment
opportunities for the
youth.
Along with this, programmes for improvement of
infrastructure will be kick started in the industrial areas of
Farrukhabad and Talkatora of
Lucknow.
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There is no transparency in
the utilisation of such funds
and the builder is earning
crores every year in the name
of maintenance. After the formation of the Apartment
Owner Association (AOA) , the
maintenance charges came
down in several societies,” said
he. The founder and president
of Noida Village Resident
Association (NOVRA) Ranjan
Tomar said there are several
facilities for which the builder
charges from the residents
which are not justified. “For
example, a resident is paying
club charges and still, has to pay
the gym fees additionally.
There are many hidden charges
and the residents don’t even
know for what they are paying,”
Tomar said.

Later, Sonia convened a
meeting of top leaders of the
party to deliberate on bringing
Kishor within the party fold and
to discuss the latter’s proposal
for the revival of the Congress.
Sonia has been holding regular
meetings with senior leaders for
the last one month after the
massive defeats of the party in
assembly polls last month. The
meeting at Sonia Gandhi’s residence was attended by her
daughter and party General
Secretary Priyanka Gandhi and
senior leaders P Chidambaram,
Mukul Wasnik, Randeep Singh
Surjewala, KC Venugopal, and
Ambika Soni. The party which
formed a committee of prominent leaders to examine Kishor’s
big plan has sought time till
May 2 to revert on the proposal.
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elhi Police on Monday
arrested two people for
D
their alleged involvement in
communal clashes that took
place in Jahangirpuri area on
April 16. The arrested persons
have been identified as Sheikh
Hameed (36) a scrap dealer and
Sonu Chikna (28).
Sheikh Hameed was
reportedly involved in supplying bottles which were used for
pelting during the clash, while
Sonu was nabbed for allegedly firing shots during the violence. According to Usha
Rangnani, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(DCP), Northwest, during
investigation, one more

detained one person from the
spot,” said a police officer.
“Media reports about fresh
stone-pelting on Monday are
an exaggeration. It was a minor,
one-off incident. Legal action
is being taken,” said the DCP.
Till now police have arrested a total of 24 accused in connection with violence and total
number of arrests also includes
that of Mohammad Aslam,
who had fired a bullet that hit
a Sub-Inspector of Delhi Police.
The pistol used by the accused
during the commission of the
crime was seized from his possession. Besides him, Ansar
(35), alleged to be "main conspirator" behind violence, was
also arrested, police said. The
case is transferred to Crime
Branch, while the northwest
district police and Intelligence
Fusion
and
Strategic
Operations (IFSCO) of the
Special Cell will also help them
in probing case, police said.
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wo days after the violent
clashes during a Hanuman
T
Jayanti procession in northwest
Delhi’s Jahangirpuri area left
nine policemen and a civilian
injured, the majority of shops
were closed and just a few people were seen on the roads,
amid heavy police deployment
in the area.
The busy Kaushal Chowk,
which is usually dotted with
carts of vegetable and fruit
accused Hameed was arrested
in connection with the case and
during interrogation he told the
police that he had supplied bottles which were used for pelting. Police also arrested Sonu
alias Imam, alias Yunus, a resident of C Block in
Jahangirpuri for allegedly firing
shots during the communal
clashes.
A video had been in circulation on social media since
April 17, showing Sonu (in a
blue kurta) firing during the
riots. The DCP said that Sonu
was apprehended by the Special
Staff of northwest district
police. Meanwhile, earlier in
day, Sonu’s family resorted to
stone pelting when the policemen went to their house for
investigation. “To investigate
the matter, a police team of
northwest district had gone to
the alleged shooter's house on
CD Park Road. They were
looking for him and wanted to
question his family members.
However, when police reached
there, the family members of
Sonu pelted two stones on
them, following which police

he Delhi Development
Authority (DDA) on
T
Monday successfully conducted draw for 9,790 flats under
the ‘DDA Special Housing
Scheme 2021’ out of which
5,227 flats have been allotted to
the applicants.
The draw for allotment of
flats, which was live streamed
for general public, was done
based on "Random Number
Generation System" and held
under supervision of three
independent observers headed
by a retired judge of high court
and senior officers of
DDA.“The DDA initially placed
18335 flats located in 28 localities under scheme. In response
to it, only 12387 applicants
have deposited requisite regis-

Her husband is a rickshaw
puller and he, too, cannot go
out. "This shop is our major
source of earning. We pay a
monthly rent of C10,000 for it.
Now for the last two days, it is
closed. What can we do? We
can only cooperate with the
police," she said.
Many families like
Roshan's have been impacted
by the violence. Many people in
the area are daily wagers who
earn their livelihood by working in local businesses. "We
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he Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) on Monday said
T
those involved in the violence
during a Hanuman Jayanti
procession in the national
Capital should be given the
"strictest punishment" and
Union Home Minister Amit
Shah should take steps to
improve the law and order situation in the city.
Replying to a question at
a press conference, Delhi
Health Minister Satyendar Jain
said the law and order situation in the national Capital is
not good.
The Delhi Police functions under the Union Home
Ministry. In the backdrop of
recent incidents of communal
violence in other parts of the
country, the senior AAP leader
also said the BJP should ensure
that the law and order situation
improves in all the States
under its rule.
Asked about the BJP's
allegation that one of the
accused in the Jahangirpuri
violence was associated with

the AAP, Jain said, "I think he
must be linked to the BJP since
the BJP knows what's the
inside story." In the same vein,
the AAP leader, "What I am
saying is that no matter which
party he is associated with, he
should be given the strictest
punishment, double punishment."
Delhi BJP president Adesh
Gupta had on Sunday alleged
that the violence in
Jahangirpuri was the result of
the AAP Government aiding
illegal stay of Rohingya and
Bangladeshi immigrants. The
BJP leader had also alleged that
one of the arrested accused in
the violence was an AAP
activist. "The law and order situation is not good in Delhi,"
Jain said. "Ask the Home
Minister, under whom the
(Delhi) Police comes why he is
not improving the law and
order situation," the AAP
leader added.
"Not just in Delhi, the BJP
should improve the law and
order situation in all the States
it is ruling," he said. The AAP
had on Sunday alleged that the
BJP was behind the violence.
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elhi Police has registered
D
a First Information
Report (FIR) against the mem-

elhi Police Commissioner
(CP) Rakesh Asthana on
D
Monday morning visited SubInspector Meda Lal, who was
injured during the communal
violence in Jahangirpuri. The
CP also assured him that the
department would provide him
all support.
According to a statement
issued by the police, Asthana
enquired about Lal's well-being
and told him that the entire
force was proud of his courage
and sense of duty which helped
in quickly controlling the
unruly mob. "He assured him
of all possible support and
assistance from the department during these testing
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sellers, was filled with police
personnel and media persons,
even as shops downed their
shutters and frightened residents rarely ventured out.
Parents, too, did not send their
wards to schools as they were
worried about their safety.
The entire area has been
barricaded with police asking
people to take another route.
Roshan bibi's small shop that
she runs with the help of her
two sons has remained closed
since the day of the incident.

have no work now. The tension
is everywhere. Earlier there
was no discrimination during
work. But I feel now they will
not hire us. And our people will
not hire the people of that community," said 20-year-old Ali
Iqbal.
As one moves towards the
G block from Kaushal Chowk,
signs of the violent clashes can
still be seen as a burnt scooter
lies at a corner of the road.
Here too, the majority of shops
remained closed, barring two
establishments -- a pet shop
and a grocery store.
Rajesh Mishra (40), who
owns the pet shop, said people
have closed their shops because
they are scared that another
bout of violence might break
out. "Mine is a pet shop, we
can’t keep it closed. I had to
open it up," he said.
Muhammed (55) said their
day-to-day life has been badly
hit due to the incident. "The
whole market is closed. We are
unable to buy vegetables for
Ramadan," he said, adding that
he was also worried about his
children's studies.
Inside the lanes of G Block,
although life appeared to be
normal, there was an atmosphere of fear and anxiety, with
tuition centres closed and few
people coming out of their
homes.

tration fee, although approximately 22100 got themselves
registered,” he said.“The applicants were allowed to give maximum seven preferences in
terms of localities, but no preference in terms of block or floor
is allowed.
Out of applicants paid registration money, preference for
certain localities like Vasant
Kunj, Jasola, Dwarka are overwhelming, but preferences for
Narela sub-city have not been
as expected,” he stated.
“Cumulative preferences of
applicants for Low-Income
Group (LIG) flats at Sector G7
and Economically Weaker
Section (EWS) flats at sector A1
to A4, Narela have been 687
and 2234 respectively against
offered flats 6546 and 5033 in
above localities.

times," it said.Lal received a
gunshot injury during clashes
that broke out between two
communities
when
a
Hanuman Jayanti procession
was passing through localities
in
northwest
Delhi's
Jahangirpuri on Saturday.

bers of the Vishwa Hindu
Parishad (VHP) and Bajrang
Dal for taking out a religious
procession without permission in northwest Delhi's
Jahangirpuri area where violent clashes broke out on April
16.
Police said that they have
also arrested Prem Sharma, the
VHP's district sewa pramukh,
in connection with the violence during the Hanuman
Jayanti procession in
Jahangirpuri. According to
Usha Rangnani, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(DCP), Northwest district, the
FIR has been registered under

Section 188 (Disobedience to
order duly promulgated by
public servant) of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC). The DCP
said that the procession was
taken out on Saturday evening
without any permission and
one person named Prem
Sharma, jila sewa pramukh,
VHP has been arrested.
The other two processions
which were taken out in the
morning and afternoon of
April 16 in the Jahangirpuri
police station area had due
permission, the DCP added.
On Sunday the VHP had
said that they had organised a
yatra on the occasion of
Hanuman Jayanti and claimed
that both Jahangirpuri and
Mahendra police stations were
given information on April 15
about the procession to be held
on Saturday.
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he Communist Party of
T
India (Marxist) (CPI-M)
Politburo member Brinda
Karat and the party's Delhi
State Committee secretary KM
Tewari on Monday wrote a letter to Delhi Police
Commissioner
Rakesh
Asthana over the Jahangirpuri
violence and alleged that the
Hanuman Jayanti procession
which was taken out in the city
was armed, with several men
carrying "swords, lathis and
firearms."
The CPI(M) has also
raised questions over the role
of the police force in the incident, stated the letter. "Video
evidence aired on several television channels, along with
eyewitness reports to our fact-
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elhi reported 501 Covid19 cases in the last 24
hours. As per the Delhi
Government's
Health
Department data, no casualty
has been reported. The data
showed that 6492 tests have
been conducted in 24 hours.
Amid rise in the Covid-19
cases, Delhi Health Minister
Satyendar Jain on Monday
said though the number of
cases is rising in the national
Capital, it is not an alarming
situation as the rate of hospitalisation is low.
A crucial meeting of the
Delhi Disaster Management
Authority on Wednesday is
expected to consider the reimposition of fine for not wearing face masks. He said the
Government is keeping a

D

watch on the situation. He
also underlined that it is necessary to wear face masks,
even though the fine for not
doing so had been withdrawn.
"The number of positive
cases has been rising in Delhi.
But we have carried out 100
per cent vaccination and a
large number of residents have
already been infected with the
Coronavirus. Also, there are
not a lot of hospitalisations.
“So, it is not an alarming
situation. We are keeping a
watch on the situation," Jain
said in a briefing.
When asked about the
increasing number of Covid19 cases among children, the
minister said the Delhi government has already issued
advisory asking schools to
close specific classes for a few
days if any student or teacher
tests positive for the coron-
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avirus. The national Capital
has been witnessing an upward

trend in daily Covid-19 cases
and the positivity rate over the
last few days. However, the
positivity rate on Sunday came
down to 4.21 per cent from
5.33 per cent on Saturday.
Delhi had on Sunday
recorded 517 Covid-19 cases,
56 more than the previous day,
with a positivity rate of 4.21 per
cent, while no death was
reported.
The city had on Saturday
recorded 461 Covid-19 cases
and two deaths with a positivity rate of 5.33 per cent. On
Friday, 366 cases were recorded with a positivity rate of 3.95
per cent, while no death was
reported. On Thursday, Delhi
recorded 325 cases and the
positivity rate was 2.39 per
cent. There are 9,735 beds for
Covid-19 patients in Delhi
hospitals and 66 (0.68 per
cent) of them are occupied.

finding team, is conclusive
evidence that procession taken
out by members of the youth
wing of the Bajrang Dal was
armed, with several men carrying naked swords, lathis and
also, shockingly, firearms.
These weapons were openly
flaunted and brandished during procession. The police
have stated that procession had
police permission. Did police

give permission to carry arms?
In fact, processionists who
carried arms clearly violated
Arms Act, which has stringent
provisions of imprisonment
for such violations”, the letter
read. It also said that from
Police Commissioner's statements to media, it is unclear
whether those carrying arms
during procession were identified or not.
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ommuters faced hardship
on Monday to get to their
C
offices or desired locations on
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time, due to autorickshaw and
cab unions’ strike. The unions
are demanding a subsidy on the
Compressed Natural Gas
(CNG) and a fare revision in
the wake of rising fuel prices.
The impact of the strike
was visible as autos, cabs, feeder buses were hardly available
at transport hubs like railway
stations, Inter State Bus
Terminals (ISBTs) and Metro
stations across the city in the
morning and during peak
hours.
Many passengers complained that they had to wait a
long time for Ola and Uber
cabs, and added that those
were available at inflated rates.
People who were most affect-

ed by the strike were those who
arrived in Delhi-NCR from
other States through rail, bus or
other modes. Nalini Mitra, a
software employee in
Gurugram said, “The
Government must listen to the
demand of the union and solve
the issue as fast as it possible
because there are thousands of
people depending on public
transport. How many of us
have their personal vehicles? I
travel from Greater Noida 1 to
Sector 52 Metro to reach
Gurugram by Metro.
“Today, I had to pay C200
for auto to reach at the metro
while usually it cost me C20 in
sharing. Why is the transport
sector taking people to ransom? There is no proper management from one end to
another and for that reason, citizens are suffering,” she said.
The call of the taxi drivers

has got many people irritated
as they were not able to reach
office on time. Mohammed
Azad, another commuter and
an employee in a multinational company, resident of New
Ashok Nagar, said that the
strike of the drivers is unwarranted. “We are already suffering salary cut and inflation.
And now this strike is
killing us. It is already 11 am
and I am still here trying to get
an auto to reach metro. I have
been trying for an hour almost
but they are demanding 5 times
more than that of the actual
fare due to less number of autos
on road.
The daily expenses of travel have jumped to four times
for a salaried person. The government must first resolve the
strike and also deal with the
other transport unions so that
there are no hardships for the

common man."
“I usually take shared auto
from Qutab Minar Metro
Station to reach my office near
Mehrauli Bus Depot but today
I could not found any vehicle
outside the station premises. I
waited for DTC buses but they
all were in full capacity.
Lastly, after waiting for
nearly 45 minutes for public
transport, I decided to reach
office on my own feet. Since my
office is located far away from
the metro station, it took
another 45 minutes to reach
office.
Sordid state of affair was
that there was no arrangement
of transport by agencies for
daily commuter like me who
comes all along from neighbouring Gurgaon to Delhi to
attend office,” said Shubham
Sharma, employee in a private
organization.Small protests

were also witnessed at number
of places, including Kashmere
Gate ISBT, Rani Bagh, Civil
Lines, New Delhi Railway
Station auto stand. In Delhi
there are over 90,000 autos and
more than 80,000 registered
taxis complementing the public transport system.
According to the Delhi
Auto Rickshaw Sangh General
Secretary Rajendra Soni, "Our
strike has started and it will
continue throughout the day.
CNG has become costlier and
we cannot keep running our
business on losses. We should
either be provided a subsidy of
Rs 35 per kg on CNG or fares
should be hiked."
The auto, taxi and cab drivers also sat on a dharna near
Chief Minister Ar vind
Kejriwal's residence at Civil
Lines later in the day to press
their demands.
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ountering the letter of the
Opposition parties expressC
ing concern over the communal harmony in the country,
BJP president J P Nadda on
Monday hit back saying as
against NDA’s constructive
work “a group of parties” have
waged a direct onslaught on the
“spirit of our nation” and
asked them to introspect as to
why the parties that ruled the
nation for so many decades
have been “confined to the
margins of history now”.
In an open letter to fellow
Indians, the BJP president said,
“India is seeing two distinctive
styles of politics - the NDA's
efforts which are seen in their
work and the petty politics of
a group of parties, which is
seen in their acerbic words. In
the last few days, we have seen
these parties come together yet
again in letter (whether in
spirit too, time will tell) in
which they have waged a direct
onslaught on the spirit of our

nation and cast aspersions on
our hardworking citizens.”
“I want to remind the
rejected and dejected political
parties - since you talk about
vote bank politics, why have
you forgotten the shameful
happenings in Karaulli in
Rajasthan? What are the compulsions that are driving your
haunting silence on the issue,”
he asked referring to the communal violence in the
Congress-ruled state and the
“silence” of the party on the
issue.
Nadda said the Opposition
parties "tried, tested, or I should
say dusted and rusted approach
of vote bank politics, divisive
politics, and selective politics is
no longer working" as Prime
Minister Narendra Modi's
emphasis on 'Sabka Saath,
Sabka Vikas, Sabka Vishwas

and Sabka Prayas' has seen
Indians being empowered and
getting the wings to rise further.
The youth of India want
opportunities not obstacles,
they want development not
divisions, he said. "I would urge
the opposition to change track
and embrace the politics of
development.
We owe this to our coming
generations," he said. He said
the results of the recently held
assembly elections, in which
the BJP won power in four of
the five states, should be an eye
opener for those who thrive on
vote bank politics.
India's largest State on the
electoral map (Uttar Pradesh),
a coastal state (Goa), a state in
the Northeast (Manipur) and a
hill state (Uttarakhand) have
given a resounding mandate to
the BJP, he said, asserting India

is seeing a pro-incumbency
sentiment where developmental politics is being resoundingly rewarded.
The BJP also became the
first party in many years to
cross the 100 figure in the Rajya
Sabha and got an absolute
majority in the Uttar Pradesh
legislative council, he added.
Nadda drew attention to
the firing on 'sadhus' demanding ban on cow slaughter in a
protest outside Parliament in
1966 when Indira Gandhi was
the Prime Minister, Rajiv
Gandhi's justification of antiSikh pogrom with "when a big
tree falls, the earth shakes"
remarks and communal riots in
Gujarat in 1969, Moradabad in
1980, Bhiwandi in 1984 and
Bhagalpur in 1989 among others to target the opposition.
"Let me remind everyone
that it was the UPA, controlled
by an extra constitutional NAC
(National Advisory Council)
that brought in the most horrific Communal Violence Bill,
which stooped to new lows of
vote bank politics by even UPA
standards.
Similarly, the most horrific massacres against Dalits and
tribals have taken place under
Congress regimes," Nadda said.
Leaders of 13 Opposition
parties on Saturday voiced
deep concern over recent incidents of hate speech and communal violence in the country,
and urged people to maintain
peace and harmony.
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eads of States of India,
Brazil, Russia, China and
H
South Africa (BRICS) combine
are likely to hold a virtual summit in June this year. The
high-profile event to be hosted by China will take place in
the backdrop of ongoing
Ukraine conflict and persisting
stand-offs at the border in
Ladakh between the armies of
India and China.
Incidentally, China will
host the BRICS summit New
Delhi for the first time since
trouble erupted at the Line of
Actual Control(LAC)nearly
two years ago.
Amidst the tension there,
India hosted the 13th BRICS
summit in the virtual format
last year and all the five leaders took part in it. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi
chaired the meet held in
September. It was the third
time India hosted the event.
China assumed chairmanship
of the BRICS in January this
year and will host the 14th
BRICS conclave.
Notwithstanding more
than 50,000 troops from both
the sides facing each other for
the last two years at the LAC
in Ladakh, Chinese Foreign
Minister Wang Yi’s visit last
month to New Delhi signaled

Ukraine with Modi holding
telephonic talks with Putin
and Ukraine President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy. The
Prime Minister called for one
on one talks between the two
leaders to restore peace.
Moreover, India has
abstained at least 11 times
from voting against Russia in
the United Nations Security
Council(UNSC)and United
Nations
General
Assembly(UNGA). It also
called for immediate cessation
of hostilities.In another international high-profile event,
heads of states of G-7 group-

ing will meet in Germany in
June and sources said this
meet will take place days after
the BRICS summit. Modi is
scheduled to visit Germany in
May and hold bilateral meetings with Chancellor Olaf
Scholz as part of the 6th Indo
German Inter-Governmental
Consultations.Modi may travel to Germany again in late
June to attend the G-7 as a special invitee. It will be the third
time India will attend the event
as a special invitee. The G-7
includes the US, UK, Italy,
France, Germany, Japan and
Canada.
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a possible thaw in ties. It was
the first visit by a Chinese minister to India since face-offs
started two years back leading
to tension in the border areas.
The proposed upcoming
summit to be held in the last
week of June will see Prime
Minister Modi, President
Vladimir Putin and President
Xi Jingping coming together
for the first time since Russian
military action started in
Ukraine on February 24,
sources said here on Monday.
India has all along
favoured dialogue and diplomacy to end violence in
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he Centre on Monday designated Ashiq Ahmed
Nengroo, a commander of
banned outfit Jaish-eMohammad (JeM), as a terrorist for his involvement in
various terror incidents in
Jammu and Kashmir.
Nengroo is the fifth individual to have been designated
as a terrorist by the Centre in
the last fortnight.
In a notification, the Union
Home Ministry said Nengroo
has been involved in the infiltration of terrorists into Jammu
and Kashmir and has also been
responsible for perpetrating
various terror incidents in the
Union Territory.
Nengroo (34) is running a

T

terror syndicate in Kashmir
and is now "engaged in a perilous campaign to orchestrate
terror in Jammu and Kashmir",
remote controlled from
Pakistan, the Ministry said.
In view of the danger that
Nengroo poses to the security
of India and in order to deter
him from perpetrating terror
acts, he has been designated as

a terrorist under the provisions
of the Unlawful Activities
(Prevention) Act, 1967 (37 of
1967), it said.
Nengroo was born on
November 20, 1987 and hails
from Pulwama in Jammu and
Kashmir.
His brother Abbass Ahmed
Nengroo was an active terrorist of the JeM and was killed in
2013. In February 2020, after
the National Investigation
Agency (NIA) summoned
Nengroo, he along with his
family went missing.
Nengroo was involved in
cases related to the killing of a
police personnel in Pulwama in
2013 and a civilian in 2020. He
has allegedly been funding terror acts and illegal supplies of
weapons to terrorists.
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he Congress on Monday
slammed the Central
T
Government after the Supreme
Court cancelled the bail granted to Union Minister Ajay
Mishra's son Ashish in the
Lakhimpur Kheri violence case,
and questioned when will Prime
Minister Narendra Modi sack his
cabinet colleague.
Congress general secretary
and chief spokesperson Randeep
Surjewala said that finally the
Supreme Court cancelled the bail
of the minister's son who "trampled" upon the farmers in
Lakhimpur. "When will Modi ji
sack Ajay Mishra Teni from his
cabinet? When will the BJP stop
betraying the farmers and
strengthening the killer?"
Surjewala said in a tweet.
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that the world pins its
hopes on India for taking
Sthetating
lead in tackling climate
change, Rachel Kyte, a member
of the UN Secretary General's
high-level advisory group on
climate action, has pointed out
that New Delhi can also support others in achieving their
climate change goals.
“India not only has the
potential to become a net-zero
carbon emission country by
2070 but can also support others in achieving their climate
change goals,” said Kyte, who
was on a visit to India recently to interact with policymakers, businesses and think tanks

about efforts to tackle the climate crisis.
She said, the world will
need to make big bets on India
as many of the solutions for climate change can originate here.
"India can become a green
staging post for the world and
the world needs India to pursue its green agenda," she
added. At the United Nations
Climate Change Conference
(COP26) in Glasgow in
November last year, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi had
announced that India will
achieve net-zero carbon emissions by 2070 and take its
non-fossil energy capacity to
500 GW by 2030.
Under the 2015 Paris
Agreement on Climate, countries agreed to cut greenhouse
gas emissions to limit the tem-

perature increase to 1.5 degree
Celsius above pre-industrial
levels.
According to Kyte, besides
pushing the cause of the
International Solar Alliance,
India is also serious about
becoming a hub for manufacturing green hydrogen and
green ammonia.
Her conversations with the
government's think tank NITI
Aayog and other divisions of
the government have underlined the country's commitment to green hydrogen, she
said.
"Everybody I've encountered here is thinking about this
(green hydrogen). India can
become not only a provider of
green energy to its own economy, but can also start exporting it," reiterated Kyte, also an

advisor to the UK government
for the UN climate negotiations.
However, according to
her, this transition to green
energy solutions -- moving
away from coal to renewables,
transforming the transportation industry and more -- will
not be possible without "adequate financing" from the
developed world.The promise
of a USD 100 billion package
for the developing world "still
remains a promise", she
said."That's a totemic promise
that had been broken. We need
to fulfil the promise," she
underscored. The developed
countries have failed to meet its
yearly USD 100 billion support
that they had committed in
2009 for climate action by
developing countries.
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or the first time since the
Covid-19 pandemic struck in
F
early 2020, over four lakh pas-

sengers traveled in domestic
flights on Sunday. This is the
highest ever after reopening of
economy and flight operations.
This is also showing signs of a
strong revival of the aviation sector. International traffic has also
shown signs of recovery with
1,77,653 airport footfalls, 63,603
departing passengers and 54,050
arriving passengers.
According to the Ministry of
Civil Aviation data, the airlines
carried 407,975 passengers on
2,838 flights which amount to
about 95.5 percent of preCOVID daily domestic air passenger traffic .The data showed
that in the domestic traffic category, there were 7,99,957 airport
footfalls, 5,672 aircraft movements, and 3,91,982 arriving
passengers. “And we hit the 4
lakh mark for the first time in the
last two years! ,” Union Civil
Aviation Minister Jyotiraditya
Scindia tweeted. According to
experts, this is due to extended
weekend and heat wave in north
and North West India.
The data showed that

around 367, 776 air passengers
travelled on 2808 flights on
April 16 across the country.
The passenger traffic on
local air routes was 7.7 million
in February 2022. For March this
year, the average daily departures
were at around 2,588, higher
than the average daily departures
of around 2,308 in March 2021,
and notably higher compared to
around 2,023 in February 2022.
In terms of the passenger load
factor, IndiGo airlines reported
a load factor of 88.2 per cent, Air
India's load factor was 89.7 per
cent, Spice Jet at 93.7 per cent),
Go First at 90.4 per cent), Vistara
at 87.2 per cent) and Air Asia
India of 87.1 per cent, the data
showed. Since the reopening of
the economy, the travel and
hospitality sector is showing
signs of a strong revival. If data
issued by travel service providers
are to be believed, in recent
weeks there has been a strong
surge in flight and hotel bookings, with the peak summer
holiday season heading towards
pre-covid level.
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aggers are out in Bengal
BJP after the humiliating
D
loss it suffered in the by-elections to the Asansol Lok Sabha
and Ballygunge Assembly seats
last Saturday.
At least 13 State and district
committee members from
Nadia, Murshidabad and
Jalpaiguri districts have
resigned their posts and many
others have expressed their
desire to follow suit holding an
“inexperienced and arbitrary”
functioning of the State leadership.
While BJP’s Murshidabad
MLA Gouri Shankar Ghosh
has resigned from the post of
party district committee secretary, his other two colleagues
Bani Ganguli and Dipankar
Chowdhury too have quit their

district working
council posts.
Another leader
Kanchan too is
known to have
expressed his displeasure.
Their resignation came hours
after
party
Bankura
MP
Soumitra Khan
alleged that the
“inexperienced”
leaders were responsible for the
loss the party had to suffer in
the elections.
“Some inexperienced leaders who are not even capable to
run the Mandal unit are
responsible for the defeat,” said
Khan a former TMC leader
who had joined the BJP before
2019 parliamentary elections.
Khan was apparently blaming
State party secretary Amitabha
Chakrabarty for his “arbitrary”
ways.
A number of leaders from

Nadia district have also left
their respective organsiational
posts alleging lack of sincerity
of the State leaders. One of
these leaders said quoting the
grassroots workers that “the
State leadership does not stand
by the ground level workers
who have been working hard
for the party … they have fled
their homes after attacks from
the TMC goons but the leaders
have not stood by their
side.”
A district leader from

Jalpaiguri also attacked the
State leadership for ignoring
the workers who had campaigned for the party ahead of
the 2019 parliamentary elections. “All those leaders who
had worked hard in the Lok
Sabha elections have been sidelines … some new sycophants
are given more importance …
there is little scope for the party
… so it is better to leave my
post,” a district committee
member from Jalpaiguri said.
Questioning the intention of
the state leadership in reparing
the organizational issues another senior BJP leader and former
MP Anupam Hazra questioned
“the real mystery behind the resignations.”
He said that the time had
come when the leadership
“should think about the problem with utmost importance.
Those who were given importance till now have left the
party. Those who actually
worked for the party are resign-

ing from their posts.”
The BJP lost the Asansol
parliamentary seat by a record
margin of more than 3 lakh
votes. The party had won the
seat in 2014 and 2019 when
Babul Supriyo the then saffron
MP won the seat by around 2
lakh votes.
Subsequently after being
removed from union ministry
he left the party to join the
Trinamool Congress and contested the Assembly elections
from Ballygunge seat where he
won by 20,000 votes on a TMC
ticket. BJP’s Agnimitra Paul lost
the Asansol seat to TMC candidate and cine star Shatrughna
Sinha. Soon after her defeat she
too blamed the “organsiational drawbacks” of the
party. Another issue for the BJP
leaders’ frustration in the State
that the party that had come up
to occupy the second position
was again relegated to third
position in Ballygunge where it
forfeited its deposit.
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jawan of the Railway
Protection Force (RPF)
succumbed to his
injuries while another critically injured was still undergoing
treatment after they were targeted from behind by 'unidentified' terrorists in Kakapora
area of South Kashmir's
Pulwama district on Monday.
According to local reports
the RPF personnel, which
included an officer, were targeted near a tea shop from
behind outside Kakapora railway station. The duo were
rushed to the nearby hospital
where one of them succumbed
to his injuries while another one
was still undergoing treatment
till the time of filing the report.
In a tweet Kashmir zone
police said, "Terrorists fired
upon RPF personnel at
Kakapora, Pulwama. In this

A
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choolchildren
of
Government High School
Palli in Samba district, which
is set to become the first carbon-free solar panchayat in
the union territory, are eagerly waiting to meet Prime
Minister Narendra Modi during his visit to Jammu on the
occasion of Panchayati divas on
April 24.
On the same day the Prime
Minister is going to dedicate a
500 KWp solar plant which is
being installed in a record
time of 20 days to provide
clean electricity to 340 houses
in the model panchayat under
the central government’s ‘Gram
Urja Swaraj’ programme. The
project is being executed by the
Central Electronics Limited, a
public sector undertaking
under the central government’s
department of scientific and
industrial research.
The Prime Minister is
also scheduled to address a
gathering of members of the
Panchayati Raj Institutions
across the country after kickstarting various developmental/power projects in the Union
territor y of Jammu and
Kashmir.

S

To welcome him in the
area the model Panchayat is
receiving a major facelift for the
last couple of days. The school
children are equally busy decorating different walls with
different themes under the
guidance of their school principal
and
drawing
teacher.
"To welcome our Prime
Minister we are completely
renovating our school premises. The students are equally
excited to meet the Prime
Minister. We are preparing
them so that they can perform,if desired by the senior
authorities at the last minute"
Headmistress Kamaljeet told
The Pioneer.
In the school corridor several students were busy painting different walls under the
guidance of drawing teacher
Ravinder Singh Jamwal. "We
are showcasing different
themes and central government schemes to spread awareness among the common people of the area so that they can
be benefitted".
"We are working here as a
team. There are other teachers
and a group of students who
are working hard to decorate
their classrooms and boundary
walls of the school", Ravinder
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hief Minister Yogi
Adityanath, on Monday,
said that amidst the ongoing
war between Russia and
Ukraine, the eyes of the entire
world were on India because
under the leadership of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, India
had emerged as the most
peaceful country with better
foreign policies and friendly
international relations.
Speaking at a programme
organised by a news agency,
Yogi Adityanath said keeping
faith in the Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s management,
the world leaders were trying
to develop communication
with him for an atmosphere of
peace and harmony.
Yogi also said that the
world had hailed India for its
effective Covid management.
Mentioning the hardships

C

faced by the media during the
Emergency period, the chief
minister said, “When democracy was throttled in
Emergency, the entire media
fraternity had to face the brunt.
But with their dedication
towards the truth and the
country, they were able to reestablish themselves without
any distractions.”
He also urged the fourth
pillar of democracy to get
inspired for facing new challenges that had come up in the
sector.
“On one side is the print
media and on the other side is
the visual media. Social media
has come out in its new form
as the third side and we cannot
deny the importance of digital
media which is the fourth one.
The attitude of the people has
also changed therefore each
platform has its own importance,” Yogi said.

Singh told The Pioneer, claiming it was a rich experience for
all of us .
The mood in the village is
equally upbeat. Village
Sarpanch Ravinder Sharma is
leading from the front and
working hard. Last week he
launched an electric bus service
connecting the village with
Jammu district directly. Several
households were educated and
provided with Solar chullhas by
the Deputy Commissioner
Samba
,
Anuradha
Gupta.
Other departments have
also stationed their teams in the
area to spread awareness about
different schemes including
Ayushman health cards, domicile certificates etc. A health
camp was organised in the
Govt High School where children were screened by the
team of doctors for common
ailments. Several other buildings in the village which included Panchayat bhawan, public
toilets, and water bodies have
been renovated. Ravinder
Sharma said, "to prevent
wastage of water soak pits are
being constructed in the village.
“A segregation shed for dry and
wet waste is also being built
under the Swachh Bharat
Mission", he added.
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amesh, Saravanan and
Arumughan, who were
R
believed to be involved in
Friday’s murder of Zubair, the
local Popular Front of India
leader at Elappulli in
Palakkadu, was taken into custody on Monday by the investigating team.
The three are being interrogated in an unknown place in
the district by the investigating
officers. The police could arrest
the three based on CCTV camera visuals collected from various places in the district.
Though the police is yet to disclose the political leanings of
the three who have been arrested, a top BJP leader told The
Pioneer that they were close
friends of the deceased
Srinivasan.
The all-party meeting con-

vened by the district
administration ended
in failure as the BJP
and Sangh Parivar
leaders staged a walkout.
“What is the purpose of holding a
meeting like this? Our
workers and leaders
are being targeted and
victimized by the police under
the pretext of questioning.
Even women are being
harassed deliberately,” said C
Krishna Kumar, secretary, BJP,
Kerala. He said the police are
yet to arrest those behind the
conspiracy and murder of
Senjith, a district level leader of
the RSS in November 2021.
But K Krishnankutty, the
Kerala Minister for Power,
blamed the BJP and Sangh
Parivar for the all the murders
happening in the State. “The
Sangh Parivar leaders came
for the all-party meeting with
the intention of creating a
scene and they walked out.
They have a clear agenda,” said
Krishnankutty. The minister
asked those participated in the
meeting to isolate the Sangh

ontroversy and Kerala can
never stay apart, according
C
to people who know the State

Parivar elements.
M V Govindan, Kerala
Minister for Revenue who is
the CPI(M) ideologist too
blamed the Sangh Parivar for
all political murders in the
State. “It is the majoritarian
communalism of the Sangh
Parivar which is the biggest
danger faced by Kerala,” said
Govindan while speaking to
journalists at the capital city.
Vijay Sakhare, ADGP(law
and order), disclosed that those
who were involved in the murders of Zubair and Srinivasan
were from SDPI/PFI and the
Sangh Parivar. “More details
would be revealed once we
make the announcements. The
persons who were associated
with the murders would be
nabbed soon,” said Sakhare.

elay in serving snacks to
guests of a groom's side
took a violent turn when they
threw the bride’s cousin in
boiling oil. This led to a clash
between the two sides in which
over half a dozen persons were
injured.
The incident took place in
Meherban Kheda village under
Asiwan police station of Unnao
on Sunday night. The injured
cousin along with his brother,
also seriously injured, were
taken by relatives to Miyaganj
community health centre from
where they were referred to the
KGMU Trauma Centre in
Lucknow because of their `critical’ condition.
The cops from Asiwan
police station also rushed to the
spot after getting information.
According to reports, the
marriage of the daughter of
Jagroop, a resident of
Meherban Kheda village under

D

thoroughly. This time it is the
turn of Sitaram Yechury, the
general secretar y of the
CPI(M), to be at the receiving
end of an allegation. The
Kannur district president of the
BJP, N Haridas, has alleged that
Yechury had used a swanky
SUV owned by a Kozhikode
based Islamic extremist during
the 23rd Party Congress of the
CPI(M) which was held from
April
5
to
10
at
Kannur.
M V Jayarajan, the CPI(M)
Kannur boss who was entrusted with the responsibility of
looking after the well being of
the party general secretary
during his stay in Kannur categorically denied the allegation
by Haridas. “It is because of
jealousy that the BJP leader is
resorting to such level of mud
slinging. They did not expect
the Party Congress would turn
out to be a grand affair,” said

Jayarajan.
But BJP leaders said that
they got the details of the vehicle from the CPI(M) itself
indicating that it was an insider’s job. The Toyota Fortuner
SUV belongs to SDPI leader
Siddique who figures as
accused in some criminal and
economic offenses cases filed
by various investigation agencies.
Siddique himself agreed
that the said vehicle was owned
by him. “But I was not aware
that the car was hired for
Yechury,” Siddique told media
persons. Haridas said that
Siddique who worked as a
Muslim League leader during
daytime dons the role of SDPI
leader during night hours.
The nexus between
CPI(M) leaders and smugglers
is nothing new as Kodiyeri
Balakrishnan, the Secretary of
the Kerala CPI(M) had used
the Mini Cooper car owned by
another smuggler during the
Save Kerala Yatra in 2016. This
had earned him the nick name
“Cooper Balakrishnan”.
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n an apparent effort to reaffirm his Hindutva credenItials,
Maharashtra Chief
Minister and Shiv Sena Uddhav
Thackeray on gave a go-ahead
for the refurbishment and
restoration of eight ancient
temples in the state.
The eight ancient temples
which will be refurbished in the
state are: Dhutpapeshwar
Temple
in
Ratnagiri,
Kopeshwar Temple of
Kolhapur, Ekviradevi Temple
in Pune, Gondeshwar Temple
of Nashik, Khandoba Temple
in Aurangabad, Purushottam
Bhagwan Temple of Beed,
Anandeshwar Temple in
Amravati and Markanda
Mahadev Temple of Gadchiroli.
The chief minister, who
presided over a meeting of the
State Cultural Affairs

Department, accorded administrative approval for giving a
facelift to eight ancient temples.
Monday's development
comes in the midst of a war of
one-upmanship in pursuit of
Hindutva cause being witnessed in the state among the
ruling Shiv Sena, the
Opposition BJP and Raj
Thackeray-led MNS.
The refurbishment of temples is being undertaken as part
of the first phase of a project to
restore the ancient temples,
forts and heritage memorials
across the state.
Of the temples chosen for
face-lift,
Purushottam
Bhagwan Temple is some 15
centuries’ old and the only
one of its kind in the state,
while Dhutpapeshwar Temple
in Ratnagiri district is the second oldest as it was constructed more than 1,000 years ago.
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Asiwan police station, was
fixed with Satyam, son of
Rajjan Lal, a resident of Godiya
Bagh village under Safipur
Kotwali. The wedding took
place on Sunday.
Rajjan Lal reached
Meherban Kheda village at
around 10:30 pm on Sunday
night with his son's marriage
procession. The girl's side had
arranged for the welcome
snacks for the guests at the
`janwasa’. However, due to
some delay in serving snacks,
the guests started protesting
and also hurled abuses. The situation turned violent when
some of the groom's relatives
threw the girl's cousin, 25year-old Amit Kumar of Palta
Kheda Asivan, in a pan of boiling oil.
Amit’s 30-year-old cousin
Kuldeep of Amankheda tried
to rescue him in which both
were critically injured.
Later, agitated over the
incident, some of the bride's

ror incidents non local labourers, security personnel, members of the minority community living in the valley have
come on the radar of the terrorists.
'Hybrid' terrorists were
deployed by their handlers to
confuse security personnel on
the ground. In most of the
cases, these hybrid terrorists
resort to killings using a pistol
from a close range.After hitting
the targets these 'hybrid' terrorists vanish from the scene of
crime making it difficult for the
security forces to track down
their footprints.
Security experts claimed
sudden decline in the fresh
recruitment and near zero infiltration from across the line of
control have prompted terrorist handlers to adopt a new
strategy of using 'hybrid' terrorists to execute their terror
plans.
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Kopeshwar Temple is 800 years’
old, Ekvira Devi Temple —
which is also the family deity
of the Thackerays who regularly go to pray there — was
also built several hundred years
ago. The Gondeshwar Temple
is 900 years’ old.
Khandoba Temple, visited
equally by Hindus and
Muslims, is centuries’ old, while
the Anandeshwar Temple was
constructed eight centuries
ago, while the origin of the
Markanda Mahadev Temple
dates back to many centuries.
Under the temple refurbishment and restoration project, the original form and
structure of each ancient temple will be retained, while new
infrastructure, aesthetics and
amenities will be added to
attract more pilgrims and
tourists from all over the state
and other parts of the country.
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he Bombay High Court on
Monday allowed the RTI
T
activist and lawyer Pravin
Wategaonkar to file an additional affidavit and place on
record more documents and an
Income Tax department’s order
attaching a flat owned by
Maharashtra’s former chief secretary Ajoy Mehta who is
alleged to have bought a “benami” flat from a “shell company”
linked to Pune-based businessman Aviash Bhosale.
While hearing a public
interest litigation filed by
Advocate Wategaonkar, who is
a Petitioner-in-person in the
case, a HC bench of Justices
A.A. Sayed & Justice Abhay
Ahuja passed an order to this
effect. The HC bench
adjourned the matter for hearing after the summer vacation
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terror incident, 02 RPF personnel sustained bullet injuries
& were evacuated to hospital,
where 01 RPF personnel succumbed & attained martyrdom. Area cordoned off.
Further details shall follow".
According to a spokesman
of Jammu and Kashmir police,
the deceased RPF jawan has
been identified as Head constable Surinder Kumar while
ASI Devraj Kumar was undergoing treatment in the local
hospital.
A CCTV footage also surfaced where an unidentified
terrorist is seen targeting RPF
personnel from behind while
they were sipping tea at a tea
shop outside Kakapora station
around 6.05 p.m.
In the last over two weeks
at least eight attacks have been
reported from central, North
and south Kashmir districts of
Kashmir valley. In all these ter-

relatives clashed with the
groom’s side in which several
persons were injured. The situation was resolved after some
senior members from both
sides intervened.
The injured were immediately taken to Miyaganj community health centre from
where Amit and Kuldeep were
referred to the Trauma Centre
in Lucknow.
The police also reached the
spot and returned after investigation as both the parties
refused to lodge any report.
Later both the parties started the marriage rituals after
making a reconciliation agreement and after the completion
of all ceremonies of marriage
by Monday morning, the procession left with the bride.
Asiwan SHO Anurag Singh
said that the matter was under
cognisance. He said if a complaint was received, action
would be taken against the
people involved in the clash.

he total area sown to zaid
(summer) crops has
T
increased marginally to 60.12

lakh hectare so far this year,
with maximum coverage under
paddy.
Zaid, also called grishmkal
crops, are sown between
February and June -- the intervening period between rabi
(winter) harvest and kharif
(monsoon) sowing. The agriculture ministry data showed
that about 58.32 lakh hectare
was sown under zaid crops in
the year-ago period.
"Area under zaid crops has
increased substantially to over
60 lakh hectare now from 30
lakh hectare in the first year
2018-19 of introduction," former Agriculture Commissioner
SK Malhotra said. Rice is sown
during this season mainly in
West Bengal, Telangana,
Karnataka and Odisha, while
short-duration pulses, especially moong and urad, and
some oilseeds are also grown in
states like Madhya Pradesh,

Rajasthan and others, he said.
The Government has
decided to promote zaid crops
to encourage farmers to utilise
the 90 days window between
winter and rainy season, he
added. A special programme
to promote zaid crops in 201819 was introduced by Malhotra,
who is currently holding charge
as Director at the Directorate of
Knowledge Management in
Agriculture, ICAR (Indian
Council of Agricultural
Research).
As per the ministry data,
rice has been sown in 28.51
lakh hectare till April 18 this
year against 30.38 lakh tonne in
the year-ago period. Area sown
to pulses increased to 12.21
lakh hectare compared to 8.90
lakh tonne, while oilseeds
acreage rose to 10.18 lakh
tonne from 9.85 lakh tonne in
the said period.
Area sown to coarse cereals remained flat at 9.22 lakh
tonne till April 18 this year.
Experts said there is a possibility of bringing more area
under zaid crops if irrigation is

expanded and the problem of
stray animals in some states is
addressed. Agriculture crops
are grown in three seasons —
rabi, kharif and zaid.
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griculture
Minister
Narendra Singh Tomar on
A
Monday launched two new
portals, including one for registration of pesticides. Another
portal is for documentation
related to imports and exports
of agri-products and plants.
The minister launched the two
portals
—
CROP
(Comprehensive Registration
of Pesticides) and PQMS (Plant
Quarantine Management
System) — in an event held at
the Pusa complex.

in June.
Mehta, who is the current
chairman of the Maharashtra
Real Estate Regulator y
Authority (MahaRERA)
bought the flat no 5-B in
Samata Co-operative Housing
Society Ltd at Nariman Point in
south Mumbai. Samata Cooperative Housing society has
been constructed on a
Government originally meant
for serving/retired Judges.
The IT department provisionally attached the flat in
November last year under the
Benami
Transactions
Prohibition Act, 1988, as it
inferred that the flat earlier
belonged to Avinash Bhosale,
who has been under the scanner of Enforcement Directorate
(ED) in various cases. As part
of the investigations, the IT
department found M/s
Anamitra Properties Pvt Ltd

was a shell company floated by
Avinash Bhosale to `hold’ the
`benami asset’ (the flat) which
he subsequently sold to `old
acquaintance’ Ajoy Mehta, who
retired as Chief Secretary of
Maharashtra and is currently
the Chairman of MahaRERA.
Wategaonkar has moved
the high court after the Cuffe
Parade Police Station — where
he lodged a complaint — failed
to take cognisance of the transactions involving use of dubious funds, the source of which
is required to be investigated.
The media reports had
said that Bhosale-controlled
M/s Anamitra Properties Pvt
Ltd had bought the flat from
the son of a late Judge for Rs 4
crore in 2009, after reportedly
taking a loan from Indiabulls
Financial Services Ltd, transaction of which is being looked
into by the IT department.
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uslim body Jamiat
Ulama-i-Hind has moved
M
the Supreme Court seeking a
direction to the Centre and
some states including Madhya
Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh
that "precipitative actions" like
razing buildings in criminal
proceedings be not taken. The
plea assumes significance
because of recent actions taken
by authorities in Madhya
Pradesh to use bulldozers to
raze properties of those
accused of rioting during the
Ram Navami celebrations.
Jamiat Ulama-I-Hind, in its
petition, said the action like
razing the house in a criminal
proceeding as a punishment is
unknown to criminal law.
“Petitioners also seek a declaration that residential accommodations or any commercial
property cannot be demolished as a punitive measure...

Also pray that police personnel
to be provided specialised
training in handling communal
riots and situations where populations become restive,” said
the petition.
"It is further prayed that
directions be issued for
Ministers, Legislators, and anybody unconnected with the
criminal investigation to be
restrained from apportioning
criminal responsibility regarding criminal action publicly or
through any official communication until a determination
by a criminal court,” it said. The
plea alleged that several
Ministers and Legislators have
made statements about the
guilt of a certain section of the
society. The petition has been
filed by Gulzar Ahmed Noor
Mohammed Azmi, the
Secretary of the Jamiat Ulamai-Hind, said Fazlur Rahman
Qasmi, the press secretary of
the Muslim body.
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$VWKHVFDUHUHWXUQVWKHUH¶VWKHQHHGWR
LPSOHPHQW&29,'DSSURSULDWHEHKDYLRXU

DYHVRPH6WDWHVWDNHQDKDVW\GHFLVLRQWRGRDZD\ZLWKIDFHPDVNVVRHDUO\"
7KHTXHVWLRQDULVHVEHFDXVHRIWKHVPDOOVSLNHLQIUHVK&29,'FDVHVLQVHY
HUDO6WDWHV,Q'HOKL7HODQJDQDDQG0DKDUDVKWUDZHDULQJPDVNVLQSXEOLF
SODFHVLVQRORQJHUPDQGDWRU\:HVW%HQJDOOLIWHGDOOUHVWULFWLRQVEXWPDVNVDUH
VWLOOPDQGDWRU\%DUHO\DIRUWQLJKWODWHUWKHUHDUHUHSRUWVWKDWWKH2PLFURQK\EULG
VWUDLQ;(KDVUHDFKHG,QGLD7KHQXPEHURIIUHVKFDVHVLQ'HOKL*XUXJUDPDQG
RWKHUFLWLHVDFURVVWKHFRXQWU\LVVWLOOLQWKHORZKXQGUHGVEXWWKHIDFWLVWKDWWKH
LQIHFWLRQLVLQGHHGJHWWLQJWUDQVPLWWHGDJDLQ,QLWLDOUHSRUWVVXJJHVWWKDWWKHQHZVWUDLQ
LVVLPLODUWR2PLFURQ,WPD\EHPRUHHDVLO\WUDQVPLVVLEOHWKDQ2PLFURQEXWLVQRW
GDQJHURXV,QIHFWHGSDWLHQWVUHFRYHUIDVWDQGUDUHO\QHHGKRVSLWDOLVDWLRQWKRXJK
WKHFKDQFHVFRXOGEHKLJKHUIRUWKRVHZLWKFRPRUELGLWLHV7KHUHLVQRQHHGIRUSDWLHQWV
WREHR[\JHQDWHGDVZHOO7KHVHDUHWKHUHDVRQVZK\WKHUHLVDJHQHUDOODFNRIFRQ
FHUQDERXWWKHQHZYDULDQW2PLFURQ;(ZDVGLVFRYHUHGLQ-DQXDU\LQWKH8.DQG
KDVVLQFHVSUHDGWRDIHZRWKHUFRXQWULHVDQGVFLHQWLVWVWKHUHDUHQRWZRUULHGHLWKHU
1HZ=HDODQG*HUPDQ\$XVWULDDQG6RXWK.RUHDDUHQRZUHJLVWHULQJIUHVKFDVHV
+RZHYHU WKHUH LV DJDLQ QR FRQFHUQ DERXW WKH
UHVXPSWLRQRILQWHUQDWLRQDOIOLJKWV6KRXOGWKLVPHDQ
,QGLDGRHVQRWIDFHWKHWKUHDWRIDIUHVKZDYH"/LIH
LVEDFNWRQRUPDOLQWKHFRXQWU\
&29,'DSSURSULDWHEHKDYLRXULVKDUGO\IROORZHG
DQ\ZKHUH 0DVNV KDYH PRVWO\ GLVDSSHDUHG 2QO\
VHQLRUFLWL]HQVDUHVHHQZHDULQJWKHPWKRXJKKRV
SLWDOVVWLOOLQVLVWWKDWSDWLHQWVDQGYLVLWRUVGRQRWHQWHU
ZLWKRXWWKHP0DUNHWVPDOOVWKHDWUHVDQGRWKHUSXE
OLF SODFHV DSSHDU FRQFHUQIUHH HYHQ WKRXJK QHZ
FDVHV DUH EHLQJ UHSRUWHG 7KH 8QLRQ DQG 6WDWH
*RYHUQPHQWVVD\WKH\DUHPRQLWRULQJWKHVLWXDWLRQ
,WLVEHVWWRJHWEDFNWKHPDVNVDWRQFHDQGUHLQWURGXFHWKHPRQHWDU\ILQHIRUQRW
ZHDULQJWKHPLQSXEOLFSODFHV6RPHFLWLHVOLNH'HOKLKDYHUHVXPHGUDQGRPWHVWLQJ
DQGWKDWKDVFRQILUPHGWKHUHJXODUXSWLFNLQGDLO\FDVHV6XFKWHVWLQJVKRXOGRQFH
DJDLQEHFRPHPDQGDWRU\DFURVVWKHFRXQWU\,WLVEHWWHUWREHIRUHDUPHG7KHNH\
SUHSDUDWLRQWRIDFHDQRQVODXJKWE\WKHQHZVWUDLQLVWRPDNH&29,'DSSURSULDWH
EHKDYLRXUPDQGDWRU\DJDLQ7KHFXUUHQWOHYHORIPHGLFDOIDFLOLWLHVLQWHUPVRIEHGV
DQGR[\JHQLVDGHTXDWHIRUWKHWLPHEHLQJ%\QRZ,QGLDLVDEOHWRXQGHUWDNHJHQRPH
VHTXHQFLQJLQDELJZD\7KDWKHOSVVFLHQWLVWVWUDFNKRZ&29,'YDULDQWVDQGVWUDLQV
DUHHYROYLQJ:KDWLVZRUULVRPHKRZHYHULVWKDWIUHVKFDVHVDUHEHLQJUHSRUWHG
IURPVFKRROVSDUWLFXODUO\DPRQJFKLOGUHQXQGHUZKRDUHQRWYDFFLQDWHG7KDW
OHDGVWRDGHEDWHDERXWZKHWKHURUQRWWRVKLIWFODVVHVRQOLQH,WLVH[DPLQDWLRQWLPH
LQ,QGLDDWWKHPRPHQWDQGWKHFORVXUHRIVFKRROVZLOOGLVWXUEWKHHQWLUHVFKHGXOH
(QWUDQFHWHVWVDQGDGPLVVLRQSURFHVVHVZLOOWDNHXSWKHFRPLQJPRQWKVDQGWKHVH
FDQQRWEHGHIHUUHGHLWKHU
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5HPHPEHUDFWLRQV
KDYHFRQVHTXHQFHV

FTWPeT[Xcc[TRW^XRTQdcc^cPZTPUaTbW[^^ZPc^da\X[XcPahP]ScWT
X\_[XRPcX^]b^]]PcX^]P[bTRdaXchX]cWTR^]cTgc^UcWTTeT]cbX]4da^_T

n the battle of the Vlads,
one cannot miss the irony
that Russia is saddled with
the wrong Vlad. Zelenskyy,
a stand-up comic by profession,
has shown by example what
true leadership means, something Putin despite his years in
office has just not been able to
replicate. One of the most significant lessons we learn as children is that all of our actions
have consequences; a lesson
that adults unfortunately tend
to ignore. However, gravity has
a strange way of bringing things
down to earth, even egos; a fact
that may now be dawning
upon Putin.
The fact that morality matters little in politics or diplomacy is something we all take for
granted until, of course, some
cataclysmic event changes
everything, leaving those on the
wrong side of history scrabbling
to recover from the aftermath of
their decisions. The United
States, for example, did not
lose the wars in the battlefields
of Vietnam, Iraq or
Afghanistan, but at My Lai and
the notorious prisons that it ran
in
Abu
Ghraib
and
Guantanamo Bay, that left its
moral compass in disarray and
showed its hypocrisy.
We have just witnessed that
defining moment in the RussoUkrainian conflict that is bound
to leave Putin’s Russia morally
decimated. However this story
ends, clearly Putin has joined
the likes of Hitler and Pol Pot.
The killing fields of Bucha,
Mariupol and Kramatorsk,
despite egregious denials by
Russia, along with the many
more stories of horror that are
bound to emerge, show the
Russian military to be singularly bereft of honour, dignity or
respect: The very ethos that
militaries around the world
focus, develop and pride
themselves on.
Closer home, our venerable
Defence Minister, in a recent
address to party workers, stated:
“India’s global image has
changed under the leadership of
Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
All countries across the world
now listen carefully when India
speaks.” But that is to be expect-

I

ed when the world is interacting with leaders who represent nearly 1/6th of humanity. He was, of course, attempting to justify our even-handed approach to events in
Europe. But the truth is that
while our Government’s
response to the outrage has
been measured, it just does
not go far enough. At the end
of the day, history will note
that when it mattered the
most, our Government gave
its tacit approval to a genocidal regime.
What that implies should
not be difficult for our political leadership to comprehend, given that they still find
themselves facing uncomfortable questions, be it about
the anti-Sikh pogrom of 1984
or the Gujarat riots, despite
the decades that have elapsed.
There are many here who
applaud the Government’s
stand, especially its willingness to stand up to the Biden
Administration. The bravery
in air-conditioned conference halls is undoubtedly
commendable, but the harsh
fact is that it does little to
make life easy for those who
will face future Galwans in
Ladakh or Arunachal.
We have witnessed the
manner in which the vulnerabilities of Russian weapon
systems have been exploited
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by Ukrainians with assistance from the US and its
allies, leaving the Russians
red-faced. It therefore stands
to reason that a similar model
would be of great relevance in
our context in blunting
Chinese offensive actions;
that is, of course, if we have
genuine interest in keeping
our soldiers alive and not see
them only as cannon fodder
for our own bravado. It goes
without saying that we have
little choice but to take a fresh
look at our military and
implications on national
security in the context of
events in Europe. Despite
Kargil, there appears to have
been a growing belief within
our political establishment,
especially the current dispensation, that given nuclear
deterrence, the military had
increasingly lost its relevance
as conventional wars were an
anachronism.
Border policing was the
extent of their requirement
and the focus needed to be
shifted to our Central Armed
Police Forces, given their
utility in containing all manner of domestic violence
without raising hackles, especially among the international community. Clearly the
most important lesson to
have emerged from the war is
the vital importance of
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3UDVKDQW.LVKRUPD\MXVWEHWKHPDQ
WRSXOO&RQJUHVVRXWRILWVFXUUHQWUXW

HFHQWO\HOHFWLRQVWUDWHJLVW3UDVKDQW.LVKRUPHW6RQLD*DQGKLDQGSUHVHQW
HGDURDGPDSIRUWKHHOHFWLRQV7KRXJKLWZDVQRWWKHILUVWWLPHKH
PHWWKH*DQGKLVQRWPXFKKHDGZD\FRXOGEHPDGHHDUOLHU3HUKDSVWKH
&RQJUHVVZDVQRWFRPIRUWDEOHZRUNLQJRQDVWUDWHJ\VXJJHVWHGE\DQRXWVLGHU
7KLVWLPHLWZDVGLIIHUHQWDVKHZDVDVNHGWRMRLQWKHSDUW\UDWKHUWKDQZRUNLQJ
DVDFRQVXOWDQW7KHSDUW\KDVDOVRFRQVWLWXWHGD
FRPPLWWHHWRVWXG\.LVKRU·VVWUDWHJ\.LVKRUKDV
ZRUNHGZLWKPDQ\PDMRUSROLWLFDOSDUWLHVLQFOXG
LQJWKH%-3DQGKDVWKHUHSXWDWLRQRIPDNLQJZLQ
QLQJVWUDWHJLHVIRUDQ\RQHZLOOLQJWRSD\WKHSULFH
1RZWKHUHLVDVKLIWLQKLVVWDQFHDQGKHKDVVKRZQ
DZLOOLQJQHVVWRMRLQDFWLYHSROLWLFV7KH&RQJUHVV
LVKDYLQJLWVZRUVWH[LVWHQWLDOFULVLVLQGHFDGHV,W
LVLQGLUHQHHGRIIUHVKLGHDVWKDWFDQSURYLGHLW
ZLWKR[\JHQWRVXUYLYH3UDVKDQW.LVKRURU3.FDQ
EHWKDWEUHH]HRIIUHVKLGHDV7KH&RQJUHVVVWLOO
KDSSHQVWREHDSRWHQWIRUFHWKDWFDQWDNHRQWKH
%-3$$3PD\EHDQHPHUJLQJIRUFHEXWLWLV\HDUV
EHIRUHLWFDQEHDSDQ,QGLDSDUW\
&RQJUHVVQHHGVWRZDNHXSDQGGLVFKDUJHLWVUROHDVWKHOHDGLQJSROLWLFDOIRUFH
LQWKHFRXQWU\,WLVQRWDERXW&RQJUHVVRUWKH%-3LWLVDERXWGHPRFUDF\$SRWHQW
SROLWLFDOIRUFHLQWKH2SSRVLWLRQLVDGHWHUUHQW´$OOSRZHUFRUUXSWVDQGDEVROXWH
SRZHUFRUUXSWVDEVROXWHO\µJRHVWKHDGDJH6RLWLVQRWDERXWWKHULJKWOHIWRU
FHQWUHZKLFKHYHUSDUW\JHWVWKHIHHOLQJRILQYLQFLELOLW\VWDUWVDFWLQJUHFNOHVVO\
&RQJUHVVPD\EHGRZQEXWLVFHUWDLQO\QRWRXW,WZRXOGEHZURQJWREODPHRQO\
5DKXO*DQGKLIRUWKHSDUW\·VGRZQIDOOPRVW&RQJUHVVOHDGHUVDUHDEVHQWIURP
WKHSXEOLFDUHQD1RWWKDWWKHUHDUHQRLVVXHVEXWQRRQHLVWDNLQJWKHPXSZLWK
PLVVLRQDU\]HDO,WLVKHUHWKDW3.·VSROLWLFDODFXPHQFDQFRPHLQKDQG\3HUKDSV
KHQXUWXUHVDJUXGJHDJDLQVWWKH%-3RULVQRWKDSS\ZLWKWKH%-3VW\OHRISROL
WLFVZHGRQ·WNQRZEXWZHNQRZWKDWKHFDQZLQHOHFWLRQV+HRQFHPHQWLRQHG
WKDWIRXU0VPDWWHU³ PHVVDJHPHVVHQJHUPHFKDQLVPDQGPDFKLQHU\³ DQG
LIKHFDQGRVRPHWKLQJDERXWLWZK\QRWJLYHKLPDFKDQFH"3.PD\KDYHEHHQ
DPHUFHQDU\EXWKHLVDWWKHPRPHQWWKHEHVWEHWIRUWKH&RQJUHVV
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Sir — India is in the grip of communal
violence after the clashes in Delhi during the Hanuman Janmotsav procession.
Fresh reports of violence are emerging
from Jahangirpuri after an investigation
team of Delhi Police was attacked by the
family of one of the accused. The police
investigation team came under attack
when it went to the house of a man who
was seen firing a gunshot during clashes in Jahangirpuri that erupted during a
Hanuman Mahotsav procession in the
area. Accused family members and others pelted stones at the police team and
the situation is tense.
The Delhi Police has arrested a total
of 22 people and apprehended two
juveniles in a case of communal violence
that erupted during a Shobha Yatra procession on the occasion of Hanuman
Janmotsav in the Capital. Not just in
Delhi, but communal violence has been
reported in several other States including Uttarakhand, Karnataka and Andhra
Pradesh. Before this, clashes had broken
out in Madhya Pradesh and West Bengal
during Ram Navami processions. With
these developments, India is in the grip
of communal violence which is serious
and dangerous. Quick action must be
taken against such incidents.
Bhagwan Thadani | Mumbai
D85@?<9D93C?6´71D821>481>µ
Sir — Enough is enough. We have seen
enough of coalition politics and its
repercussions on the Government. It all
started with the 2015 State elections in
Bihar but fizzled out after initial boost.
It is fresh in our minds how Vajpayee’s
13-day government was toppled by a single vote during the trust vote. The
Telangana Government tried such a trick
recently and the response was very
poor. Now Maharashtra is playing such
a gimmick with Sanjay Raut opening this
sensitive subject just for the publicity
purpose. The prevailing political situation in the country is governed by the
Union Government and instead of creating trouble just like the one in farm-
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WTSTPcW]^cT^UR^]caPRc^aBP]cW^bW
?PcX[R^bc:B4bWfPaP__PWXb<X]Xbcah
X] :Pa]PcPZP CWT P[[TVPcX^] PVPX]bc
4bWfPaP__P fPb cWPc WT ST\P]STS Ua^\
BP]cW^bW#_TaRT]cR^\\XbbX^]c^_Pbb
cWT QX[[ U^a WPeX]V R^\_[TcTS cWT f^aZ
=^Q^Sh Xb PQ^eT cWT [Pf 8U WT Xb U^d]S
VdX[chWT\dbcUPRTcWTR^]bT`dT]RTb1dc
P_Tab^]XbX]]^RT]ccX[[WTXb_a^eTSVdX[ch
V^TbcWTbPhX]VCWTWXVWR^\\P]S]TTS
]^cWPeTSXaTRcTSWX\c^aTbXV]8]bcTPSP]
X]`dXahbW^d[SWPeTQTT]X]bcXcdcTSPVPX]bc
4bWfPaP__P2^]VaTbbXb]TRZSTT_X]R^a

ers’ agitation, the Opposition should not
create chaos and confusion.
The public is very clever and they
know where the results are forthcoming
and how the Opposition is playing vote
bank politics. Underlining the need to discuss the current situation will arise only
when the position is felt like the one in
Pakistan and Sri Lanka. Holding a meeting of a coalition of parties will be a futile
exercise as they all are trying to become
the Prime Minister without any political
backing or rich experience in governance.
CK Subramaniam | Navi Mumbai
4E1<457B55@B?7B1==5C
Sir —As per the NEP-2020, the UGC has
issued new guidelines to all our Central
Universities, permitting them to allow
students to pursue two degree programmes simultaneously. It is a good
idea. First of all, by doing two programmes at a time, students can use the
prime of their youth more meaningfully. With two degrees in hand, students
become more competitive and add

ad_cX^] P]S ]^f Xc Xb RP[[X]V cWT 19?
6^eTa]\T]cX]:Pa]PcPZPR^aad_cCWXbXb
]^cWX]VQdcPRPbT^UcWT_^cRP[[X]VcWTZTc
c[TQ[PRZ
>UR^dabTcWTaTXb]^6^eTa]\T]cfXcW
^dcR^aad_cT[T\T]cb8cXbfT[[bPXS°_^[X
cXRbXbfPafXcW^dcQ[^^SbWTSP]SfPaXb_^[
XcXRb fXcW Q[^^SbWTS± 8c Xb P bcadVV[T U^a
_^fTa CW^bT fW^ R^\T S^f] WTPeX[h
PVPX]bcR^aad_cX^]PaT]^ccWTT]T\XTb^U
R^aad_cX^]CWThVXeTeT]cc^cWTXaP]VTaU^a
]^c QTX]V PQ[T c^ \PZT \^]Th U^a cWT\
bT[eTbfXcW^dcQTX]VX]_^fTa?^[XcXRP[_Pa
cXTbPaTX]c^[TaP]c^UR^aad_cX^]QhcWTXaaXeP[
_^[XcXRP[_PacXTb0[[TVPcX^]b^UR^aad_cX^]PaT
_dbWTSd]STacWTRPa_TcfWT]cf^aXeP[_Pa
cXTbbcXcRWP]P[[XP]RTc^UPRTcWTT[TRcX^]b
FWT] cWT _Pac]Tab UP[[ P_Pac cWT WXcWTac^
WdbWTSd_RPbTb^UR^aad_cX^]aTbdaUPRT8U
TPRW_PachbcaXeTbc^_dcXcb^f]W^dbTX]
^aSTacWTaTfX[[QT]^R^aad_cX^]PcP[[
:EBTTcWPaP\PXPW| 1T]VP[dad

something to their confidence and fighting spirit. More and more job opportunities are open to them. Again, this
increases their levels of employability.
Universities had thought it good to allow
students to do twin courses at a time even
before the UGC came up with that idea.
Many universities are in the grip of
financial problems as the State
Governments fulfil only a part of their
budgetary needs. To overcome the
money crunch, these universities collect
huge fees and allow students to pursue
double programmes simultaneously,
albeit without obtaining permission
from the UGC. If the UGC doesn’t recognise the two degrees obtained prior to the
issue of the new guidelines, thousands
of students would be left in a bind.
Implementing the new guidelines with
a retrospective date is the only option left
for the UGC.
MS Prasad | Hyderabad
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\

trained, disciplined and motivated manpower. However,
our Government, already on
the back foot over its denial
of Non Functional Financial
Upgrade and OROP on completely specious grounds, has
done itself no favour by banning recruitment and
attempting to thrust the halfbaked “Tour of Duty” concept
down the throat of the military leadership.
Finally, the delay in
appointing the Chief of
Defence Staff to replace Late
General Bipin Rawat suggests
that the Government does
not view unified military
commands and the conduct
of joint operations within
the military as vitally important. Even more than the
poor quality of Russian manpower, it has been their lack
of unified command and
control and conduct of operations by the separate services that have resulted in the
disaster that they have faced
on the battlefield. It is a lesson we can ignore only at our
own peril.
(The writer, a military
veteran, is a Visiting Fellow
with the Observer Research
Foundation and Senior
Visiting Fellow with The
Peninsula Foundation,
Chennai. The views expressed
are personal.)
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KHKHDGVRIWKH:RUOG%DQNWKH,QWHUQDWLRQDO0RQHWDU\)XQG ,0) 
WKH8QLWHG1DWLRQV:RUOG)RRG3URJUDPPH :)3 DQGWKH:RUOG
7UDGH2UJDQLVDWLRQ :72 LVVXHGDMRLQWVWDWHPHQWRQ$SULOXUJ
LQJFRRUGLQDWHGDFWLRQWRKHOSYXOQHUDEOHFRXQWULHVDGGUHVVJURZLQJWKUHDWV
WRIRRGVHFXULW\7KHSURSRVHGDFWLRQVLQFOXGHSURYLGLQJHPHUJHQF\IRRG
VXSSOLHVDQGGHSOR\LQJILQDQFLDOVXSSRUWWRKRXVHKROGVDQGFRXQWULHV
IDFLOLWDWLQJXQKLQGHUHGWUDGHDQGLQYHVWLQJLQVXVWDLQDEOHIRRGSURGXF
WLRQDQGQXWULWLRQVHFXULW\:RUOG%DQN*URXS3UHVLGHQW'DYLG0DOSDVV
,0)0DQDJLQJ'LUHFWRU.ULVWDOLQD*HRUJLHYD:)3([HFXWLYH'LUHFWRU'DYLG
%HDVOH\DQG:72'LUHFWRU*HQHUDO1JR]L2NRQMR,ZHDODLVVXHGWKHIRO
ORZLQJMRLQWVWDWHPHQWDKHDGRIWKH6SULQJ0HHWLQJVRIWKH,0)DQG:RUOG
%DQN*URXSQH[WLQWKHHQGRI$SULO´7KHZRUOGLVVKDNHQE\FRPSRXQG

LQJFULVHV7KHIDOORXWRIWKHZDULQ8NUDLQHLVDGGLQJWRWKHRQJRLQJ&29,'
SDQGHPLFWKDWQRZHQWHUVLWVWKLUG\HDUZKLOHFOLPDWHFKDQJHDQG
LQFUHDVHGIUDJLOLW\DQGFRQIOLFWSRVHSHUVLVWHQWKDUPWRSHRSOHDURXQG
WKHJOREH6KDUSO\KLJKHUSULFHVIRUVWDSOHVDQGVXSSO\VKRUWDJHVDUH
LQFUHDVLQJSUHVVXUHRQKRXVHKROGVZRUOGZLGHDQGSXVKLQJPLOOLRQVPRUH
LQWRSRYHUW\7KHWKUHDWLVKLJKHVWIRUWKHSRRUHVWFRXQWULHVZLWKDODUJH
VKDUHRIFRQVXPSWLRQIURPIRRGLPSRUWVEXWYXOQHUDELOLW\LVLQFUHDV
LQJUDSLGO\LQPLGGOHLQFRPHFRXQWULHVZKLFKKRVWWKHPDMRULW\RIWKH
ZRUOG·VSRRU:RUOG%DQNHVWLPDWHVZDUQWKDWIRUHDFKRQHSHUFHQWDJH
SRLQWLQFUHDVHLQIRRGSULFHVPLOOLRQSHRSOHDUHWKURZQLQWRH[WUHPH
SRYHUW\ZRUOGZLGHµ´7KHULVHLQIRRGSULFHVLVH[DFHUEDWHGE\DGUD
PDWLFLQFUHDVHLQWKHFRVWRIQDWXUDOJDVDNH\LQJUHGLHQWRIQLWURJH
QRXVIHUWLOL]HU6XUJLQJIHUWLOL]HUSULFHVDORQJZLWKVLJQLILFDQWFXWVLQJORE
DOVXSSOLHVKDYHLPSRUWDQWLPSOLFDWLRQVIRUIRRGSURGXFWLRQLQPRVWFRXQ
WULHVLQFOXGLQJPDMRUSURGXFHUVDQGH[SRUWHUVZKRUHO\KHDYLO\RQIHU
WLOL]HULPSRUWV7KHLQFUHDVHLQIRRGSULFHVDQGVXSSO\VKRFNVFDQIXHO
VRFLDOWHQVLRQVLQPDQ\RIWKHDIIHFWHGFRXQWULHVHVSHFLDOO\WKRVHWKDW
DUHDOUHDG\IUDJLOHRUDIIHFWHGE\FRQIOLFWµ$VWXG\E\WKH,QWHUQDWLRQDO
0RQHWDU\IXQGKDVIRXQGWKDW3ULPH0LQLVWHU1DUHQGUD0RGL·VIRRGVHFX
ULW\SURMHFWWKH3UDGKDQ0DQWUL*DULE.DO\DQ$QQD<RMDQD 30*.$<
KDVEHHQFULWLFDOLQSUHYHQWLQJDQ\LQFUHDVHLQH[WUHPHSRYHUW\OHYHOV
LQ,QGLDGXULQJWKH&RYLGSDQGHPLF
7KHQHZ,0)SDSHU3DQGHPLF3RYHUW\DQG,QHTXDOLW\(YLGHQFH
IURP,QGLDIRXQGWKDWH[WUHPHSRYHUW\ ZLWKSXUFKDVLQJSRZHUSDULW\
RIOHVVWKDQ86'SHUSHUVRQSHUGD\ LQ,QGLDZDVOHVVWKDQSHU
FHQW LQ  DQG LW UHPDLQHG FRQVWDQW HYHQ GXULQJ WKH SDQGHPLF LQ
µ30*.$<ZDVFULWLFDOLQSUHYHQWLQJDQ\LQFUHDVHLQH[WUHPHSRYHU
W\OHYHOVLQ,QGLDDQGWKHGRXEOLQJRIIRRGHQWLWOHPHQWVZRUNHGVXEVWDQ
WLDOO\LQWHUPVRIDEVRUELQJWKH&RYLGLQGXFHGLQFRPHVKRFNVRQWKH
SRRUµ WKH UHSRUW VWDWHG /DVW PRQWK 3ULPH 0LQLVWHU 1DUHQGUD 0RGL
DQQRXQFHGWKHH[WHQVLRQRI30*.$<WLOO6HSWHPEHU8QGHUWKH
30*.$<IUHHIRRGJUDLQLVSURYLGHGWRWKRVHLQQHHGµ$ORZOHYHORI
H[WUHPHSRYHUW\IRUWZRFRQVHFXWLYH\HDUVLQFOXGLQJRQHPDUNHGE\
WKHSDQGHPLFFDQEHFRQVLGHUHGDVHOLPLQDWLRQRIH[WUHPHSRYHUW\µLW
UHDG300RGLVD\V,QGLDLVUHDG\WRVXSSO\IRRGVWRFNWRZRUOGLI:72
DJUHHV6WDWLQJWKDWKHKDVGLVFXVVHGWKHLVVXHRIWKHJOREDOIRRGVKRUW
DJHZLWK863UHVLGHQW-RH%LGHQ3ULPH0LQLVWHU1DUHQGUD0RGLRQ$SULO
VDLGWKDW,QGLDLVUHDG\WRVXSSO\IRRGVWRFNWRWKHZRUOG,WLVDOUHDG\
VXSSO\LQJWR$IJKDQLVWDQDQG6UL/DQNDRQPRUDOJURXQGV,QGLDKDV
XQYHLOHGDELOOLRQSDFNDJHWRSURYLGHIRRGUDWLRQVDQGFDVKWUDQV
IHUVWRDERXWPLOOLRQSHRSOHKLWE\WKHFRURQDYLUXVORFNGRZQ$OWKRXJK
,QGLDKDGDUHFRUGKDUYHVWDQGKDVHQRXJKUHVHUYHVWKHUHDUHFRQFHUQV
DERXWWKHIRRGVXSSO\FKDLQGLVUXSWLRQVHVSHFLDOO\IRUWKHSRRU
7KHZULWHULVIRUPHU6HQLRU3URIHVVRU,QWHUQDWLRQDO
7UDGHDQG0HPEHU9LYHNDQDQGD,QWHUQDWLRQDO)RXQGDWLRQ
7KHYLHZVH[SUHVVHGDUHSHUVRQDO
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few days back, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi asked senior
bureaucratsto point out deficiencies in government policies.
In response, some officials have zeroed in
on ‘the freebies promised by winning party
in state elections’.
In the past, freebie - an acronym for
“something given free of charge” - found
a place in a corner of the manifesto of parties. In recent years, thishas occupied the
centre-stage and holds the key to winning
elections. For instance, in February 2020,
the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) led by
Arvind Kejriwal mesmerised Delhi voters by promising freebies. They returned
AAP to the seat of power with a thumping majority giving it 62 out of a total of
70 assembly seats.
Then, the freebies included free or
heavily subsidised electricity and free
water, free bus ride for women, free WiFi, full reimbursement of hospitalisation
expenses in case of accident, free testing
and diagnostic services etc.
In the just-concluded Punjab elections,
AAP was voted to power getting 92 out
of a total of 117 assembly seats. Here again,
the freebies promised by Kejriwal especially free electricity to each and every
household for consumption upto 300 units
per month, waiving off all outstanding
power bills, depositing C1000 per month
in the account of every woman aged 18
or above, guaranteed treatment for every
Punjabi regardless of the cost of the treatment or operation and so on have played
a dominant role in AAP’s victory.
In Uttar Pradesh too, the winning
party, i.e., BJP had promised a host of freebies such as 20 million smartphones and
tablets for poor students, two free LPG
cylinders under ‘Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala
Yojana’ every Holi and Diwali, free commute for women passengers above 60
years in public transport, financial assistance of up to C100,000 for the marriage
of girls belonging to poor families, free
power to farmers for irrigation and so on.
A flood of negatives come to the fore
the moment one starts introspecting on
the subject. An overarching negative is
abetment to corruption and erosion in
governance ethics.
The Union Government’sstandards
of financial propriety clearly lays down
inter alia that “no authority shall exercise
its powers of sanctioning expenditure to
pass an order which will be directly or indirectly, to its advantage; and the expenditure from public moneys should not be
incurred for the benefit of a particular person or a section of the people unless a claim
for the amount could be enforced in a court
of law or the expenditure is in pursuance
of a recognised policy or custom”.
The reckless spending of the tax
payer’s money on freebies is neither a
recognised policy/custom nor it is sanctioned in a court of law. It is blatant financial irregularity that amounts to bribing
voters using public money solely for
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(The writer is a policy
analyst. The views
expressed are personal.)

gaining advantage in electoral politics. An individual candidate distributing cash or giving liquor
bottles (using his own pocket
money) to garner votes is treated
as corrupt practice, and rightly so,
whereas a party bribing voters
that too using public money gets
legitimacy (albeit de facto).
Second, unlike ‘normal’ budget
expenses which are planned and
backed by well-orchestrated efforts
to garner revenue, additional financial liabilities imposed by the freebies promised in election manifesto
affect the budgetary position of the
State in a totally ‘uncontrolled’ and
‘unplanned’ manner. For instance,
free power (consumption upto
300 units a month) and giving
C1000 per month to an adult
woman will dent Punjab’s budget
by about C20,000 crore annually.
There being no corresponding
revenue generation against this
liabiity (as the same is unplanned),
this will be at the cost of slashing
other essential expenditure including on development. Alternatively,
this will result in additional borrowings and resultant increase in debt
to unsustainable level.At the end of
five years, the afore-mentioned
freebies alone will increase State’s
debt by C100,000 crore (this doesn’t include interest; including it, the
impact will be even higher) on top
of existing around C300,000 crore.
Third, any welfare measure is
intended to help the poor as with
meagre income, she can’t afford to
pay for basic facilities. But, the freebies given by contemporary breed
of political parties defies this cardinal principle;for instance, free bus

ride given by AAP in Delhi to ‘all’
women. This means, even a rich
person is eligible if that person happens to be woman. Likewise, an
adult woman in Punjab is entitled
to C1000 a month even if she is a
millionaire. By contrast, a man
won’t be eligible even if he is poor.
Fourth, unlike a normal welfare
scheme which has a sunset date
and has a chance ofgetting terminated after the underlying purpose
is achieved, the freebies offered by
winning parties have none. This is
because such doles are not backed
by any well-defined objective;herein the sole consideration is to
influence voters. Freebies being at
the foundation on which victory is
secured, the concerned parties are
prone to promising them electionafter-election.
Fifth, look at things from the
perspective of tax payers. When, the
tax revenue is used for giving subsidies to the poor sections of the
society -for instance, beneficiaries
under Ayushman Bharat which
covers 100 million poor households
- it passes muster as welfare measure. But, when it is used to give
freebies to all including the rich, it
may even trigger non-compliance
amongst tax payers.
Finally, assured of financial
help to meet most of their basic
needs ‘perpetually’, the freebies cult
is changing the mindset of people
in a way that makes them complacent towards work. This can lead to
a scenario whereby India’s demographic dividend would be converted into a demographic liability.
In short, we will have a deadly
cocktail of perpetual drain on the

State exchequer leading to unsustainable debt, unfair and inequitable
treatment leading to tension in the
society, a negative orientation and
unwillingness to work, non-compliance among tax payers, bureaucratic red tape and abetment to corruption. Put simply, freebies are a
recipe for economic disaster. The
only way to avoid it is to prohibit
parties from promising doles.
In a judgment in S
Subramaniam Balaji vs Government
of Tamil Nadu &Ors in July, 2013,
the Supreme Court had said that
distribution of freebies of any kind
influences all people; that “It shakes
the root of free and fair elections to
a large degree”. Yet, it had held that
promises in the election manifesto
cannot be construed as “corrupt
practice” under the Representation
of People Act (RPA), or under any
other prevailing law and, hence, distribution of freebies can’t be stopped
when the ruling party uses public
funds for this purpose through the
passage of Appropriation Acts in the
state assembly.
After almost a decade, the
matter has again come up before
the SC - this time through a public interest litigation (PIL), filed by
advocate Ashwani Dubey. On
January 25, 2022 it observed “This
is no doubt a serious issue. Budget
for freebies is going above the regular budget. As the SC said before,
this disturbs the level playing field,”
The top court recognizes that
the problem is serious. Yet, thus far
it has expressed helplessness.
Whether, anything concrete will
come out of the pending PIL, only
time will tell.
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kraine wants more
offensive weapons
including modern tanks,
self-propelled artillery and combat aircraft from NATO countries for its war with the Russian
invaders, but it won’t be getting
them from the United States in
the latest tranche of American
military aid. There is a good reason for that.
Germany and Slovakia are
considering sending Leopard
tanks and SP artillery to Kyiv in
a few weeks’ time, but Joe Biden’s
administration is still playing
‘Mother May I?’/ ‘Grandmother’s
Footsteps’ with Moscow. He
moves one cautious step up on
the list of weapons he
gives Ukraine, watches for the
Russian response, then takes
another step.
It doesn’t matter at the
moment, because this is the
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(Gwynne Dyer’s new book
is ‘The Shortest History of
War’. The views expressed
are personal.)

‘rasputitsa’, the season of rain and
mud in eastern Ukraine when
off-road travel for heavy vehicles
varies from difficult to impossible. The Ukrainian forces won’t
be attempting any grand offensives, and the Russians (who are
planning exactly that) are very
likely to get bogged down.
The mud season will probably last for another six weeks.
Strict military logic would argue
for postponing the Russian
offensive in eastern Ukraine
until then, but Putin probably
can’t wait that long. The defeats
and losses he suffered in his first
attacks in northern Ukraine
will gradually but inevitably
leak out to the Russian public, so
he needs a quick victory now.
He might get lucky, but
there is unlikely to be a decisive
Russian victory for two reasons.
First, the Russians in the east will

be attacking the best-trained,
most experienced part of the
Ukrainian army, well dug into
defences that have grown every
year since 2014.
That would not save the
main Ukrainian army if other
Russian forces can make a ‘pincer movement’ behind it and cut
it off, which is precisely what
they will now try to do.

The Russian troops now
besieging Mariupol on the
south coast will advance to the
north as soon as it finally falls.
Other Russian troops are
already attacking south from
around Kharkiv, probably aiming to join up with them
between Barvinkove and
Pokrovsk and trap the main
Ukrainian army.

If they succeed, Ukraine
will have to seek a ceasefire in
place, ceding all the lost territory to Russia, and Putin will
have his victory. But first the
Russians will have to advance
about 150 km. on a single twolane road that passes through
villages ideal for ambushes
every five or ten km. And it’s the
rasputitsa, so you can’t go
around the villages.
This is precisely the task that
the Russian army spectacularly
bungled in its attempt to seize
Kyiv last month. What are the
odds that it will do better this
time? And if it bogs down once
again, what happens then?
Assume that it’s late June,
the ground is drying out, and the
Russian troops are exhausted,
over-extended and demoralised.
In Kyiv they will be thinking
about taking back their lost ter-

ritory - at least the territory they
have lost since February, but
some will also be thinking about
recapturing the territories that
Russia conquered in 2014.
The latter territories Crimea and the eastern parts of
Donetsk and Luhansk provinces
- have little economic value, and
most of the people who live
there have been taught to hate
Ukrainians. If Russia loses again
in the coming battles, there will
be strong pressure in Kyiv to
exploit the situation and take
them back.
That’s when the extra tanks
and self-propelled artillery that
the United States is not giving
Ukraine now would come in
very useful. But it would also be
the moment of utmost humiliation for Vladimir Putin (assuming that he is still in power), and
it is always wiser to leave your

defeated enemy an avenue of
retreat.
Perhaps this entire article is
an exercise in counting one’s
chickens before they hatch, but
you may be sure that they are
also being counted in
Washington and in NATO right
now. Concern about what
Ukraine would do if it wins is
already a major factor in deciding what kinds of weapons, and
how many of them, the West
gives to Ukraine.
Nobody will admit out loud
that Ukraine is being kept on a
leash, but of course it is. Six
weeks ago it had not occurred to
anybody that doing that would
be necessary, because they all
expected Ukraine to lose. You
can sympathise with its desire to
take revenge if it wins, but for the
sake of peace in the future it
cannot be allowed to do that.
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ussian missiles hit the
western Ukrainian city of
Lviv on Monday, killing at
least seven people, Ukrainian
officials said, as Moscow's troops
stepped up strikes on infrastructure in preparation for an
all-out
assault
on
the east. Plumes of thick, black
smoke rose over the city after a
series of explosions shattered
windows and started fires. Lviv
and the rest of western Ukraine
have seen only sporadic strikes
during almost two months of
war and have become a relative
safe haven for people from parts
of the country where fighting
has been more intense.
Ukrainian Prime Minister
Denys Shmyhal, meanwhile,
vowed to "fight absolutely to the
end" in strategically vital
Mariupol, where the last known
pocket of resistance in a sevenweek siege was holed up in a
sprawling steel plant laced with
tunnels. Russia has repeatedly
urged forces there to lay down

krainian fighters holed up
in a steel plant in the last
known pocket of resistance
inside the shattered city of
Mariupol ignored a surrender-or-die ultimatum from the
Russians on Sunday and held
out against the capture of the
strategically vital port.
The fall of Mariupol, the
site of a merciless, 7-week-old
siege that has reduced much of
the city to a smoking ruin,
would be Moscow's biggest
victory of the war yet and free
up troops to take part in a
potentially climactic battle for
control of Ukraine's industrial
east.
As its missiles and rockets
slammed into other parts of the
country, Russia estimated 2,500
Ukrainian troops and about
400 foreign mercenaries were
dug in at the hulking Azovstal
steel mill, which covers more
than 11 square kilometers (4
square miles) and is laced with
tunnels.
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their arms, but those remaining
ignored a surrender-or-die ultimatum on Sunday.
Lviv Mayor Andriy Sadovyi
said seven people were killed
and 12 wounded in overnight
missile strikes. Lviv's regional
governor, Maksym Kozytskyy,
said the Russian strikes hit three
military infrastructure facilities
and a tire shop. He said the
wounded included a child, and
emergency teams were battling
fires caused by the strikes. A
hotel sheltering Ukrainians who
had fled fighting farther east was
among the buildings badly dam-

aged in the attack, the mayor
said. "The nightmare of war has
caught up with us even in Lviv,"
said Lyudmila Turchak, 47, who
fled with two children from the
eastern city Kharkiv. "There is no
longer anywhere in Ukraine
where we can feel safe."
A powerful explosion also
rocked Vasylkiv, a town south of
the capital of Kyiv that is home
to a military airbase, according
to residents. Video posted on
social media sites showed smoke
in the area after the blast. It was
not immediately clear what was
hit, and there was no official

confirmation from authorities.
Military analysts say Russia
is increasing its strikes on
weapons factories, railways and
other infrastructure targets
across Ukraine to wear down the
country's ability to resist a major
ground offensive in the Donbas,
Ukraine's mostly Russian-speaking eastern industrial heartland.
The Russian military said its
missiles struck more than 20
military targets in eastern and
central Ukraine in the past day
- including ammunition depots,
command headquarters and
groups of troops and vehicles.
Meanwhile, it said artillery hit
another 315 Ukrainian targets,
and warplanes conducted 108
strikes on Ukrainian troops and
military equipment. The claims
couldn't be independently verified. Gen. Richard Dannatt, a
former head of the British Army,
told Sky News the strikes were
part of a "softening-up" campaign by Russia ahead of a
planned ground offensive in
the Donbas.
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krainian
President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy said
U
Russian troops in southern
Ukraine have been carrying
out torture and kidnappings,
and he called on the world
Sunday to respond.
"Torture chambers are built
there," Zelenskyy said in an
evening address to the nation.
"They abduct representatives
of local governments and anyone deemed visible to local
communities."
Zelenskyy said humanitarian aid has been stolen, creating
famine. In occupied parts of the
Kherson and Zaporizhzhia
regions, he said, the Russians are
creating separatist states and
introducing Russian currency,
the ruble.
Intensified Russian shelling
of Ukraine's second-largest city,
Kharkiv, has killed 18 people
and wounded 106 in the last
four days alone, Zelenskyy said.
"This is nothing but delib-

erate terror. Mortars, artillery
against ordinary residential
neighborhoods, against ordinary civilians," he said.
He said a planned Russian
offensive in eastern Ukraine
"will begin in the near future."
Zelensky again called for
increased sanctions against
Russia, including its entire banking sector and oil industry.
"Everyone in Europe and
America already sees Russia
openly using energy to destabilize Western societies,"
Zelenskyy said. "All of this
requires greater speed from
Western countries in preparing
a new, powerful package of
sanctions."

Ukraine: Shelling halts
civilian evacuation
0?Q :H8E

kraine's government has
halted humanitarian evacU
uations for the second day, saying Russian forces were targeting civilian evacuation corridors. Deputy Prime Minister
Iryna Vereshchuk said Monday
that Russia was shelling and
blocking the humanitarian evacuation routes. The humanitarian evacuations have been
repeatedly paused since the war
began after civilian convoys
came under shelling.
According to Vereshchuk,
the government had been negotiating passage from Mariupol
and Berdyansk, among other
towns, as well as from the
Luhansk region. The Luhansk
government said four civilians
trying to flee the region were
shot to death by Russian forces.
Separately, shelling in a residential area in the eastern city
of Kharkiv on Monday killed at
least three people and injured
three others, according to AP
journalists on the scene.
One of the dead was a
woman who appeared to have
been going to collect water in
the rain. She was found lying
bloodied with a water canister
and umbrella near her body.
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rime Minister Mahinda
Rajapaksa became the only
P
member of the family to retain
a Cabinet position in his
younger brother Gotabaya
Rajapaksa's new Cabinet of 17
ministers appointed on
Monday, as the island nation
was facing the worst economic crisis.
Earlier this month, Sri
Lanka's entire Cabinet -- aside
from President Gotabaya and
his elder brother, Prime
Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa - resigned from their posts
after thousands of people
defied a countrywide state of
emergency and curfew and

joined street protests denouncing the government.
The previous Cabinet had
to make way for the president
to form a unity cabinet with
the Opposition members. The
Opposition, however, declined
the offer.
Rajapaksa swore in a 17member Cabinet on Monday
in addition to the three ministers he had earlier appointed.
That meant no place for
the oldest member of the family Chamal Rajapaksa,
Mahinda's son Namal
Rajapaksa, both of whom were
Cabinet ministers and the
nephew Shasheendra who was
a state minister.

The Cabinet appointment
came as the island-wide
protests continued to force
the resignation of the president
and his family for mishandling

the economy. Sri Lanka is facing its worst economic crisis
since gaining independence
from the UK in 1948. The economic crisis also triggered a

political turmoil in the island
nation with citizens holding
nationwide street protests for
weeks over lengthy power cuts
and shortage of fuel, food and
other daily essentials and
demanding the ouster of
President Gotabaya Rajapaksa.
People continued to be in
fuel and gas queues while the
power cuts which were not
imposed during the weekend
on account of the traditional
Sinhala and Tamil new year
returned on Monday.
The state power entity
said there will be four and a
half-hour power cuts on
Monday.
Adding to public woes is
the Lanka Indian oil company
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rime Minister Shehbaz Sharif
will take USD 60 billion
P
China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) forward with
new vigour, vitality and in a rejuvenated manner, ensuring multifaceted development of the
flagship project of China's ambitious Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI), a top leader of the ruling
PML-N has said.
Senator Mushahid Hussain
Sayed, a leader of the ruling
Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz
(PML-N), made the remarks on
Sunday while discussing the
future of the Pakistan-China
relations and future cross border

collaboration in China's CGTN
programme 'The Hub' with
Wang Guan.
"In the first day in office as
Prime Minister, Shehbaz Sharif
met the Chinese Acting
Ambassador and told her that
Pakistan considers China as
Pakistan's closest friend and
strongest partner and we will
take the CPEC forward with
new vigour, with new vitality
and in a rejuvenated manner," he
was quoted as saying by the
Express Tribune newspaper.
Mushahid said that China
has a very old and long standing relationship with Shehbaz
Sharif.
When the BRI was
launched, the CPEC was its
centrepiece, and that was taken
forward by Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif and his brother
Shehbaz Sharif was then the
chief minister of Punjab.
Mushahid said that under
the new government, there
would be a broad based acceleration in the Pakistan-China
relations in all domains.
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police on Monday
said they consider the vioSlentwedish
riots that have shaken several cities and towns in the
Nordic country extremely serious crimes against society and
suspect some protesters are
linked to criminal gangs that
intentionally target police.
Sweden, a nation of 10
million, has seen unrest, scuffles, arson and violence since
Thursday that has left some
police officers and protesters
injured. It was triggered by
Danish far-right politician
Rasmus Paludan's meetings
and planned Quran burnings
across the country.
“We suspect that those
involved (in the riots) have
links to criminal gangs,”
National Police Commissioner
Anders Thornberg told a news
conference on Monday, adding
some of those “criminal indi-

viduals” are known to police.
“I have been in touch with
the public prosecutor to prosecute these individuals.” Sweden's
National Police Commander
Jonas Hysing said 26 police and
14 individuals — protesters or
other people —have been
injured in the riots and 20
police vehicles destroyed or
damaged. The latest riots broke
out on Sunday night in Malmo,
Sweden's third-largest city, as an
angry crowd of mainly young
people set fire to car tires,
debris and garbage cans in the
Rosengard district.
Protesters threw stones and
police responded by firing tear
gas into the crowd. A school
and several cars were set on fire
but the situation calmed down
early on Monday. A total of 11
people were detained and three
people arrested in Malmo, a
city with many residents from
other countries. No serious
injuries were reported.

uthorities in South
Carolina are investigating a shooting at a nightclub
early Sunday that wounded at
least nine people. It was the
second mass shooting in the
state and the third in the
nation during the Easter holiday weekend.
The shootings in South
Carolina and one in
Pittsburgh, in which two
minors were killed early
Sunday, also left at least 31
people wounded.
No one was reported
killed in the violence at Cara's
Lounge in Hampton County,

A

roughly 80 miles (130 kilometers) west of Charleston,
according to an email from
South Carolina's State Law
Enforcement Division, which
is investigating the shooting. A phone call to the

nightclub was not answered.
In Pittsburgh, two male
youths were killed and at least
eight people wounded when
shots were fired during a party at
a short-term rental property. The
"vast majority" of the hundreds of
people at the party were underage, the city's Police Chief Scott
Schubert told reporters.
Investigators believe there
were multiple shooters, and
Schubert said police were processing evidence at as many as
eight separate crime scenes spanning a few blocks around the
rental home.

(LIOC) announcement of further price hikes for petrol and
diesel with effect from Sunday
midnight.
The LIOC raised fuel
prices for the fourth time
since February.
A spokesman for the
LIOC said the price hike was
necessary due to the depreciation of the Sri Lankan rupee.
Sri Lanka rupees had fallen by over 60 per cent till
March 7 when the flexible
exchange rate was announced.
The price of Octane 92 has
been raised by over 10 per cent
to a record high of 338 rupees
per litre while diesel at 289
rupees per litre has seen a 35
per cent increase.

Turkey launches new ground,
air offensive in northern Iraq
0?Q 0=:0A0

urkey has launched a new
ground and air cross-border
T
offensive against Kurdish militants in northern Iraq, Turkey's
defense minister announced
early Monday.
Turkish jets and artillery
struck targets belonging to the
Kurdistan Workers' Party, or
PKK, and commando troops supported by helicopters and
drones - then crossed into the
region by land or were airlifted by helicopters, Defense
Minister Hulusi Akar said in a
video posted on the ministry's
website.
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he US special envoy for
T
North Korea said Monday
that Washington and Seoul
agreed on the need for a strong
response to Pyongyang's recent
spate of missile tests, though
they remain open to dialogue
with the country.
Sung Kim flew to South
Korea on for talks two days after
North Korea conducted a new
type of missile test in its 13th
round of weapons firing this
year. Experts say North Korea
wants to advance its weapons
arsenal and wrest concessions
like sanctions relief from its
rivals. Weapons tested include
nuclear-capable missiles targeting both the US mainland and
its allies such as South Korea and
Japan. There are concerns that
North Korea may conduct a
nuclear test soon to intensify its
pressure campaign.
"We agreed on the need for
a strong response to the destabilizing behavior we have seen
from" North Korea, Kim told
reporters after a meeting with his
South Korean counterpart.
"(We) also agreed on the need to
maintain the strongest possible
joint deterrent capability on the
peninsula."
South Korean nuclear envoy
Noh Kyu-duk said he and Kim
shared concerns that North

Korea will likely continue to
engage in acts that raise regional tensions. He urged North
Korea to return to talks.
Kim said the allies "have not
closed the door on diplomacy"
with North Korea and have "no
hostile intents toward" the country. He repeated his earlier statement that the United States is
ready to meet North Korea
"anywhere, without any conditions."
North Korea has so far
rejected Kim's outreach, saying
the United States must first
drop its hostile policy before
talks can resume. Some experts
say North Korea wants the U.S.
To relax sanctions or suspend its
regular military drills with South
Korea, which it views as an invasion rehearsal.
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he wholesale price-based
inflation rose to a fourT
month high of 14.55 per cent
in March, mainly due to hardening of crude oil and commodity prices, even though
vegetables witnessed easing of
price pressures. As per the
government data released on
Monday, WPI inflation has
remained in double digits for
the 12th consecutive month
beginning April 2021.
The last time such a level
of WPI was recorded was in
November 2021, when inflation was 14.87 %. WPI
Inflation in February was at
13.11 per cent, while in March
last year, it was 7.89 %.
During the month, inflation in food articles eased to
8.06 per cent, from 8.19 per

cent in February. Vegetable
inflation was 19.88%, against
26.93 per cent in February.
"The high rate of inflation in
March, 2022 is primarily due to
rise in prices of crude petroleum and natural gas, mineral
oils, basic metals, etc owing to
disruption in global supply
chain caused by RussiaUkraine
conflict."the
Commerce and Industr y
Ministry said in a statement.
Inflation in manufactured
items was 10.71% in March,
against 9.84% in February. In
the fuel and power basket, the
rate of price rise was 34.52%
during the month. Inflation in
crude petroleum spiked to
83.56 % in March, from 55.17
% during February.
Retail inflation spiked to
6.95% in March -- the third
consecutive month that the

consumer price index has
breached RBI's tolerance limit
of 6%, data released last week

showed. The Reserve Bank
earlier this month kept its key
repo rate -- at which it lends

short-term money to banks -unchanged for 11th time in a
row at 4%, to support growth.
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Minister
Narendra Singh Tomar on
Agriculture

Monday launched two new
portals, including one for registration of pesticides.
Another portal is for documentation related to imports
and exports of agri-products
and plants.The minister
launched the two portals -CROP
(Comprehensive
Registration of Pesticides) and
PQMS (Plant Quarantine
Management System) -- in an
event held at the Pusa complex,
with an aim to improve ease of
doing business. Addressing the
event, Tomar said the two new

portals have been launched to
make the process of pesticides
registration and documentation process for export-import
simple and transparent.
The government is committed to make improvements
in systems, if required, he
added. Highlighting the importance of agriculture sector in
Indian economy, Tomar
stressed on the need to
strengthen the farm sector.
The country is not only selfsufficient in the foodgrains
production but also has sur-

plus stocks which is attributed
to the efforts of farmers community, research done by farm
scientists and the farmerfriendly policies of the government, he added.
The minister said the
country's foodgrains production and the government's procurement operation remained
unaffected despite the COVID19 pandemic. He further
emphasised on the need to
strengthen the agriculture sector through government policies, research activities, focus

on quality, transparency and
ease of doing business to make
India even more stronger.
The Centre and the State
governments have taken various steps to bring reforms,
attract investments in agriculture sector and improve farmers income through better agrimarketing system, he added.
The two new portals have been
developed to bring ease of
doing business and make systems simple, fair and transparent, Agriculture Secretary
Manoj Ahuja said.
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Malhotra told PTI. Rice is
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yre Capital, which facilitates real estate investment through fractional ownership, on Monday announced
that it will raise Rs 500 crore
fund to invest in commercial
realty assets across the country
after July this year.
The Rs 500-crore Alternate
Investment Fund (AIF) will be
the first of its neo-realty investment fund, and will raise
money from high net-worth
individuals, family offices, retail
investors and institutional
investors, according to an official statement.
The company, a venture by
Morphogenesis which claims to
provide easy access, transparency, and liquidity to a

he rupee declined 6 paise to
close at 76.25 (provisional)
against the US dollar on
Monday, tracking the strength
of the greenback overseas and
elevated crude oil prices.
At the interbank foreign
exchange market, the rupee
opened lower at 76.41 against
the American currency, and
finally settled for the day at
76.25, down 6 paise over its
previous close. During the
trading session, the rupee witnessed an intra-day high of
76.20 and a low of 76.43. On
Wednesday, the rupee had
dipped 4 paise to close at 76.19
against the US dollar.

T

he total area sown to zaid
(summer) crops has
increased marginally to 60.12
lakh hectare so far this year,
with maximum coverage under
paddy, according to the agriculture ministry data.
Zaid, also called grishmkal
crops, are sown between
February-June -- the intervening period between rabi (winter) harvest and kharif (monsoon) sowing. About 58.32
lakh hectare was sown under
zaid crops in year-ago period."Area under zaid crops has
increased substantially to over
60 lakh hectare now from 30
lakh hectare in first year 201819 of introduction," former
Agriculture Commissioner SK

T
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he IT major Wipro Limited
has appointed Satya
Easwaran, a former senior
executive at consultancy
KPMG, as its India head.
Easwaran will be in charge
of strengthening Wipro's business in India across key industry sectors through strategic
consulting, transformation and
modernisation engagements,
it said in a statement on
Monday.
"India is a strategic market
for Wipro and I am excited to
welcome Satya to champion
our bold ambition for growth
and leadership here. Satya's
rich international experience in
delivering high value consult-

T

ing services, and his track
record of building successful
sales and leadership teams will
help strengthen Wipro's positioning as a trusted partner for
Indian clients," Anis Chenchah,
CEO of APMEA (Asia Pacific,
India, Middle East and Africa)
and member of the Wipro
Executive Board, said.
Easwaran will help clients
leverage Wipro's capabilities
and investments in cloud, digital, engineering R&D, data,
analytics and cybersecurity for
their business and digital transformation initiatives.
Prior to joining Wipro, he
was the head of business consulting and the telecom, media
and technology sector leader at
KPMG India.
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otal value of loan assets
securitised by non-banking
T
financial companies, including
housing finance firms, grew by
around 43 per cent in the last
fiscal year to C1,25,000 crore,
driven by quick economic
recovery and lower base effect,
a report said on Monday.
The amount of loans securitised by NBFCs (NonBanking Financial Companies)
and HFCs (Housing Finance
Companies) in FY21 stood at
C87,300 crore, Icra Ratings
said in a report.
The agency expects the
securitisation volume to touch
the pre-Covid level of C2 lakh
crore in fiscal 2023-24. "The
growth (in securitisation volumes) in FY22 was on account
of the lower base of FY21 and
quick recovery in economic

activities following the second
pandemic wave in the first
quarter and limited disruptions seen during third wave,"
the agency said. Securitisation
refers to the pooling of cashflow-producing assets such as
mortgages, loans, bonds and
subsequent issuance of securities in capital markets backed
by these collateral pools.
The securitisation of retail
assets too was in line with earlier estimate of C1.1 lakh crore,
while additional securitisation
of wholesale loans of close to
C15,000 crore was observed in
the fourth quarter of last fiscal.Abhishek Dafria, vice president and group head (structured finance ratings), Icra
Ratings, said last quarter of
FY22 commenced with uncertainty arising from high
COVID-19 infection rates in
country.

sown during this season mainly in West Bengal, Telangana,
Karnataka and Odisha, while
short-duration pulses, especially moong and urad, and
some oilseeds are also grown in
states like Madhya Pradesh,
Rajasthan and others, he said.
The government has
decided to promote zaid crops
to encourage farmers to utilise
the 90 days window between
winter and rainy season, he
added. A special programme to
promote zaid crops in 2018-19
was introduced by Malhotra,
who is currently holding charge
as Director at Directorate of
Knowledge Management in
Agriculture, ICAR (Indian
Council of Agricultural
Research).
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he
Competition
Commission has cleared
T
the proposed acquisition of a
minority stake in BDR
Pharmaceuticals International
Pvt Ltd by Multiples Private
Equity Fund III and other
investors.
Under the transaction, the
minority stake would be purchased by Multiples Private
Equity Fund III, SRF
Transnational Holdings Ltd,
Balkrishna Industries Ltd,
Dharmayug Investments Ltd,
QRG Investments and Holdings
Ltd, Nishant K Agarwal and
Mallika Srinivasan, according
to a notice filed with watchdog.
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curated selection of rent-yielding commercial real estate
assets, also announced that in
12 months, it has registered
over 30,000 investors and has
assets under management of
over Rs 175 crore.
The proposed AIF will
invest in top grade completed
commercial real estate rented
out by blue-chip tenants for
long leases and also some
under-construction properties,
the statement said, adding that
investors can expect monthly
rental income from the fund's
assets of 8-10 per cent and also
capital appreciation.
The fund will be targeting
an overall internal rate of return
of over 20 per cent. "Our target for the upcoming year is to
achieve a 5X growth.
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he Sensex plunged 1,172
T
points while the Nifty
crashed below the 17,200-level
on Monday, hammered by
robust selling in market heavyweights Infosys and HDFC
Bank following their belowestimate results.
A weakening rupee and
lacklustre macroeconomic data
added to the woes, traders
said.
Resuming trade after a
two-day holiday last week, the
BSE Sensex tumbled 1,172.19
points or 2.01% to settle at
57,166.74 -- marking its fourth
straight session of loss.
Similarly, the broader NSE
Nifty plunged 302 points or
1.73% to 17,173.65.
Infosys was the top loser in
the Sensex pack, plummeting
7.27%, after the country's second-largest software services
company posted a 12% rise in
its March quarter net profit,
missing market estimates.
HDFC Bank lost 4.74 per
cent after the largest private
sector lender on Saturday
reported a 23% jump in Q4
standalone net profit, led by
lower provisions, even as other
metrics like net interest income
came in below expectations.
HDFC, Tech Mahindra,
Wipro, TCS and HCL Tech
were the other major laggards
In contrast, NTPC, Tata
Steel, Maruti, Titan, HUL,
M&M and Nestle India were
among the gainers, spurting as
much as 6.11%.
The market breadth was
negative, with 20 of the 30
Sensex constituents closing in
the red. "After a long weekend,

we witnessed huge fall of 2 per
cent in the benchmark index.
The fall was mainly on account
of below estimate results of
Infosys and HDFC Bank and
the rising tension between
Russia and Ukraine. "We expect
further fall in markets in coming days considering the recent
rise of COVID cases in India
and rising inflation concerns
across the globe," said Rahul
Sharma, Research Head, Equity
99.
India's wholesale pricebased inflation spiked to a
four-month high of 14.55 % in
March on rising prices of crude
oil and other commodities due
to disruption in global supply
chain in the wake of the RussiaUkraine war, a development
that may prompt the RBI to
raise interest rates to contain
price rise.
"Unfavourable start to
earnings season in heavyweight
stocks of IT and banking sector led to heavy sell-off. Lowerthan-expected results prompted the market to worry about
the headwinds faced by IT
sector like attrition, wage inflation, lower utilszation, and cut
in IT spending by industries
due to geopolitical and macro

issues.
"The degree of downfall is
high because the sector was
trading at high valuation and
risk of a downgrade in outlook
has increased," said Vinod Nair,
Head of Research at Geojit
Financial Services.
The BSE smallcap gauge
fell 1.01 per cent, while the
midcap index lost 0.95 per
cent. As many as 2,062 stocks
declined, while 1,462 advanced
and 146 remained unchanged.
Among BSE sectoral indices, IT
declined the most by 4.76 per
cent, followed by teck (4.60 %),
finance (2.12%) and telecom
(1.77%).
Asian markets closed lower
as investors fretted about rising
COVID-19 cases and lockdowns in China. Bourses in
Europe were shut for Easter
holidays. International oil
benchmark Brent crude slipped
0.18% to $111.5 per barrel.
The rupee declined 6 paise
to close at 76.25 (provisional)
against the US dollar on
Monday, tracking the strength
of the greenback overseas.
Foreign institutional investors
offloaded shares worth a net
C2,061.04 crore on Wednesday,
according to exchange data.
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nvestors' wealth tumbled
IMonday
over C2.58 lakh crore on
as equity markets
suffered a heavy sell-off, with
the Sensex plunging 2%.
The BSE benchmark
tanked 1,172.19 points or 2.01
% to settle at 57,166.74 after
a weak opening. During the
day, it plummeted 1,496.54
points or 2.56% to 56,842.39.
Tracking the weak trend
in equities, the market capitalisation of BSE-listed firms
tumbled by C 2,58,855.59
crore
to
stand
at
C2,69,44,207.98
crore.
"Sentiments in domestic markets continued to be negative
on account of weak global

cues, acceleration in WPI
inflation and below expectation results from heavyweight
Infosys and HDFC Bank,"
said Siddhartha Khemka,
Head - Retail Research,
Motilal Oswal Financial
Services Ltd. From the 30share pack, Infosys, HDFC,
HDFC Bank, Tech Mahindra,
Wipro and TCS were the
major laggards.
In contrast, NTPC, Tata
Steel, Maruti and Titan were
among the gainers. Infosys
plummeted over 7 per cent
after its Q4 results failed to
enthuse investors.
HDFC Bank declined 4.53
% to C1,398.50 even as the
largest domestic private sector
lender on Saturday posted a

22.8%t jump in its standalone
net profit at C10,055.2 crore
for the quarter ended March
2022. In Asia, markets in
Seoul, Shanghai and Tokyo
settled lower.
Hong Kong was closed
for a holiday. International oil
benchmark Brent crude
dipped 0.07 per cent to USD
111.6 per barrel.
Foreign institutional
investors remained in selling
mode, offloading shares worth
a net Rs 2,061.04 crore on
Wednesday, according to
exchange data. Stock markets
were closed on Thursday for
Mahavir Jayanti and Dr
Babasaheb Ambedkar Jayanti,
as well as on Friday on
account of Good Friday.
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is in full bloom. For many it
might not be a lovely sight to cherish
Sbutpring
a battle with pollen-related allergic dis-
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Das Gupta, a service professional, was diagnosed with early
Onset Parkinson’s Disease (PD) in 2017 and is under medication since then. Recently, her condition has deteriorated and more than one doctor had suggested her that she should
start thinking about Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS), a surgery
to implant a device that sends electrical signals to brain areas
responsible for body movement.
Electrodes are placed deep in the brain and are connected
to a stimulator device. Similar to a heart pacemaker, a neurostimulator uses electric pulses to regulate brain activity in patients
having movement disorders like PD.
“I have been told that surgery costs at private hospitals may
run upto Rs 20-25 Lakh and so, if a DBS clinic is being set up
at All Indian Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS), Delhi it is
a good news for people like me as the operation may cost much
less in AIIMS. Moreover, it will have the best AIlMS expertise
known worldover.”
This is how Dasgupta, in her 40s expressed sentiments of
many others like her when she came to know that the country’s
premier hospital started a dedicated Clinic for such conditions
last week.
Though, the hospital already has a movement disorder clinic, the new centre will exclusively focus on those who have
reached the advanced stages of the movement disorders. Major
area of focus will be on helping such patients with DBS, a surgical procedure that help improve the quality of life of the patient,
said Dr Achal Kumar Srivastava, professor of Clinical
Neurophysiology in the Department of Neurology, AIIMS. He
will be heading the clinic which will open on Saturdays from
9am to 12pm.
This will be a referral clinic, which will primarily have patients
from AIIMS’ movement disorder clinic, but patients referred from
other hospitals can also seek advanced care here informed Dr
Roopa Ranjan, Assistant
4[TRca^STbPaT Professor, Department of
Neurology at the hospital.
_[PRTSSTT_X]
In private settings,
of procedure includcWTQaPX]P]SPaT cost
ing DBS device is around
R^]]TRcTSc^P Rs 20 lakhs while in the
Government hospitals, it
bcX\d[Pc^aSTeXRT is estimated to be around
to 12 lakhs.
BX\X[Pac^PWTPac Rs 10According
to Dr
Singh,
_PRT\PZTaP Daljit
Neurosurgeon, HOD of
]Tda^bcX\d[Pc^a Neurosurgery at GB Pant
DBS can be used
dbTbT[TRcaXR Hospital
for multiple indications
_d[bTbc^aTVd[PcT like dystonia, or involuntary muscle contractions,
QaPX]PRcXeXchX] tremor, epilepsy and
dis_PcXT]cbWPeX]V obsessive-compulsive
order, some psychiatric
besides
\^eT\T]c diseases
Parkinson’s disease.
SXb^aSTab[XZT?3
He said that initial
cost may look high, but
in the long-term, the cost is less as advantages are much more.
"For instance, quality life of the patient is improved, dependence
on assistive devices is also reduced. As patient opting for DBS
has to take comparatively less number of medicine, medical bill
as well as side-effects of the drug gets reduced." He said that
the US based FDA has approved the DBS for Parkinson’s Disease.
Those who fail to respond to medical drugs, DBS is highly safe and well-tolerated surgical procedure that has established itself as a
highly effective therapy for
advanced Parkinson’s Disease
over the last decade, added Dr
Debasis Chaudhary, Head of
the Neurology Department
of the GB Pant Hospital,
Delhi.
He said that they are
also planning such a centre
in the near future. ”Given the
increasing aging population,
we need to have more such
centres in the Government
hospitals to make the treatment
within the reach of the poor patients.
“Such procedures have
changed the lives of thousands
of patients by allowing them to
reduce their medications. Just
like a heart pacemaker,”
he said.
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ORANGES: They're high in
fibre and contain a lot of vitamin C and folate, as well as
a lot of other nutrients.
Oranges contain a variety of
plant compounds that are
thought to be responsible
for many of its
health advantages. They
m
a
y
improve
h e a r t
health,
lower the risk
of
some
chronic diseases, improve

iron absorption, and promote
a healthy immunological
response. Fruit juices are
higher in sugar and lower in
fibre than whole fruit, making
them far less satisfying.
Oranges can cause allergic
reactions in certain people, and
their acidity can
aggravate heartburn sympt o m s .
Oranges, on
the
other
hand, pose
negligible health
hazards in general.
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witching from standard to
extended half-life (EHL)
replacement therapy is helping
many patients afflicted with
moderate or severe haemophilia to
lead a quality life because of comparatively less frequent need for injections, hospital rounds and fewer
repeated joint bleeds, say doctors.
Hemophilia is a genetic disorder
marked by the blood’s inability to clot
properly, resulting in spontaneous
bleeding internally and excessive
bleeding after injury or surgery.
Caused by defective or missing clotting factors that promote blood clotting, the condition can lead to poor
quality-of-life, including psychological and social issues.
The two most common types of
genetically inherited Hemophilia are
Hemophilia A, associated with an
affected blood clotting factor 8, and
Hemophilia B, which leads to an
affected blood clotting factor 9.
The recommended treatment
regimen for patients with severe
Haemophilia to prevent bleeding
episodes is to replace the deficient
clotting factor. Standard replacement clotting factors which have
been so far the part of the treatment
line are limited by their relatively
short half-lives and require intravenous injections up to three times
a week to maintain protective levels.
This can have a negative impact on
patient compliance and at times also
results into inhibtors.
Recently, so-called extended halflife products have been developed in
an attempt to overcome this limitation. In these products, the structure
of the delivered clotting factor is
changed so that the body takes

S

longer to clear it from circulation.
This means that these products work
for longer periods of time after
being infused into the bloodstream.
These factor products or EHL
have been approved in the
Government progamme National
Health Mission with some government hospitals in States like Uttar
Pradesh, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu
and Haryana already providing them
to the patients.
“The clotting factors with EHL
have several advantages, including
reduced injection frequency,
increased treatment adherence, and
improved clinical outcomes. Longacting clotting factors also provide an
opportunity for improved individualized treatment for haemophilia,”
says Dr Nita Radhakrishnan,
Associate Professor and Head
Department
of
Pediatric
Hematology-Oncology
Post
Graduate Institute of Child Health,
Noida, UP.
Calling the new drugs having
EHL as a boon for the haemophilia
community, she said, they are longacting, the need for repeated doses
comes down significantly. They have
also been found to be helpful in surgeries, where the need for additional
doses of regular factors is often
required.
The biggest challenge in managing haemophilia currently is the
development of antibodies to clotting
factors – called inhibitors — neutralizing antibodies that may render conventional replacement therapies ineffective.
Inhibitors develop in around
20-25 per cent of Hemophilia A and
8-10 per cent of Hemophilia B
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patients. Once they develop, these
patients cannot be given the regular
clotting factor concentrates.
In this setting, EHL factors have
emerged that can be given in both
patients with and without inhibitors.
The other advantage is that they can
be given at 2-4 weekly intervals and
given subcutaneously (like insulin).
They help in preventing bleeds and
have been found to have good treatment response also in centres that
have been using it, said a senior official from the Union Health Ministry.
“Haemophilia treatment has
developed gradually- from using
blood-derived products to purer
and safer recombinant clotting factors, and from on-demand use to regular replacement therapy (akin to
insulin in Diabetes).
“Another welcome leap is the
development of long-acting (EHL)
clotting factors, which reduce the
number of painful infusions. This
makes possible its infusion only
once weekly, thereby improving convenience and compliance, while
reducing the total quantity of drug
required,” said Dr Prof. Naresh
Gupta- consultant & advisor in
Haemophilia, MAMC and Lok
Nayak Hospital, New Delhi.
Regarding cost, the doctors said
that once the EHL is ingrained in the
government system, the cost will
automatically come down. Moreover,
The recent development of new factor products with extended half-life
was able to stretch the time between
infusions to once every week or two,
with equal effectiveness. EHL clotting
factors have also been linked to
increased treatment adherence and
improved clinical outcomes.
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ince the discovery of microbial
causes of Tuberculosis in 1882,
the world has witnessed this
devastating disease claiming nearly 1.4
million lives annually in its wake
across the globe despite the availability of effective treatment for the past
6 decades. Over the last 30 months,
the unprecedented COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted health services
globally and has adversely impacted
on gains being made in the global
endeavour to eliminate TB.
It is imperative to understand the
linkage of social and environmental
factors with both TB and COVID-19.
The WHO defines social determinants of health as all those material,
psychological and behavioural circumstances linked to health and generally indicated as a risk factor.
“Global anti TB strategy has long
been driven by a biomedical approach
rather than a socio-economic response
to the epidemic. A deeper assessment
suggests that a more holistic approach
is required to eliminate TB. Besides
appropriate biomedical responses,
determinants like stigma, poverty,
food insecurity, environmental conditions, malnutrition, hygiene and
sanitation, proximal dwelling spaces,
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poor housing, migration, alcohol
consumption, drug consumption,
smoking and co-morbidities like HIV
and mental disease also need to be
addressed on a war footing,” says Dr
Dalbir Singh, President, Global
Coalition Against TB.
He adds that in India, poverty certainly has been a key driver of this disease besides being a barrier of lack of
access to healthcare.
Poverty creates an ecology where
TB becomes more prevalent, more lateral and more complicated to treat. We
may have modern molecular tests for
diagnosis but inequities in access
produce months of delays in investigation in people living with TB in lowincome countries and impoverished
communities.
“The social factors are fundamental to the prevention, care and control
of TB. A survey reveals that while a
quarter of the world’s population is
infected with Mycobacterium TB but
the disease occurs only in a minority of around 10.4 million as of 2020
in largely the poor and low and middle income countries,” Dr Singh tells
us.
“Overcrowding and slums are
associated with a high prevalence of

TB in cities. Presence of windows
reduces the incidence by 50 per cent.
Biomass fuel commonly used for
cooking adds to the burden of respiratory diseases. We really need to step
up penetration of LPG in rural settings. Similarly, malnutrition impairs
immunity and improved nutrition
reduces the frequency and severity of
many infections including TB,” he
adds.
According to WHO, the situation
is serious if the Body Mass Index
(BMI) is 20-39 per cent and critical if
it is more than 40 per cent. India
ranked 102 among 117 qualifying
economies in the Global Hunger
Index in 2019. The National Food
Security Act provides food at incremental costs besides existing subsidies,
but it is cereal centric and does not
ensure adequate qualities of pulses, a
source of good quality protein, so vital
for combating TB.
“Globally, while income, education, occupation, gender, social class
and health care access create stratification in society, there are some
additional features in India which
introduce additional complexity and
merit discussion. While social class is
a fluid entity, caste system in India is

a rigid social stratification based on
birth and descent leading to discrimination, indignity, untouchability,
denial to education and resources,” Dr
Singh tells us.
“Patients with tuberculosis also
face stigmatising and discriminatory
attitudes at home, in the neighbourhood, in healthcare facilities and at
work, which can affect adherence. A
large survey in 20 districts of India
revealed very high prevalence of stigma, discrimination and societal ostracization in general population which
can manifest as social isolation, neglect
and abandonment besides difficulty
in re-employment,” says Dr Singh.
The National Strategic Plan is
aiming to achieve elimination of TB
in India by 2025. It will require an
optimal mix of enhanced biomedical
and social intervention.
TB elimination strategy in India
needs to be patient centric, inclusive
of nutritional, psycho-social and
financial support with universal health
coverage and social protection, convergence of multi prolonged and
multi sectoral efforts to address deprivation, under-nutrition, uninhabitable,
dwelling facilities, indoor pollution
and environmental degradation.

eases. Scientists say fine bioaerosol particles are released by trees, grasses, and
weeds to fertilize other similar plants.
Pollen entering the nasal pathways could
cause pollen allergy—with symptoms
somewhat similar to common flu and cold.
What’s worse is that as the climatic
variability is increasing, it is expected that
the urban environment will significantly
add to the burden of pollen-related respiratory and skin diseases.
In fact, as pollen allergy now being
considered a major public health problem
that causes morbidity and subsequently
affects a patient’s quality of life, Indian scientists have called for a large scale measures like developing pollen forecast systems and training of health care professionals and personal measures like following pollen forecasts besides use of face
masks.
They have also suggested wearing
spectacles, and air filters, regularly taking
prescribed medications, limiting outdoor
exposure, and avoiding gardening or
grass-cutting during peak pollen seasons
could help minimize the onset and exacerbation of pollen-related allergic diseases.
Being a part of biogenic pollutants,
pollen allergens are not expected to
diminish in the foreseeable future.l
Considering this, Prof. Ravindra
Khaiwal from Post Graduate Institute of
Medical Education and Research
(PGIMER), Chandigarh, Akshi Goyal,
research scholar, and Dr. Suman Mor,
Chairperson, Department of Environment
Studies, systematically examined the
implementation gaps to minimize the
pollen allergy disease and suffering.
Their study, supported by the
Department of Science and Technology
(DST), has been published in the
International Journal of Hygiene and
Environmental Health (IJHEH), an international journal by Elsevier.
“These submicronic-pollen particles
could act as respirable particles reaching
deeper into the upper airways leading to
exacerbation of asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and
other allergic reactions,” Prof. Ravindra
Khaiwal pointed out.
Dr. Mor highlighted the four levels of
strategies suggested by them-- individual
level, health care communities and organizations, local governments, national/
international governments levels, to
decrease the risk of illnesses associated
with pollen allergy.
Prof. Khaiwal added that attention
needs to be given to the most vulnerable
sub-populations with allergic asthma,
rhinitis, and eczema during the peak
pollen season..
But a noticeable negative impact of
pollen has been seen in the sensitive population, said the scientists.
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ttributing to manifold reasons, India is
a home to the largest number of cases
A
of spinal deformities. The major causes
include accidents, social violence, nutrition
deficiency, post-polio complications and
congenital problems. Of all the deformities,
scoliosis (S shaped side to side bending of
the spine) is the most common and readily treatable form. Timely detection and treatment can help in treating this condition,
therefore creating awareness among the
masses is very important.
Advanced technological modalities like
Neuro-monitoring, Neuro-navigation and
ultrasonic scalpels, has not only made the
procedure accurate and precise but also
ensures minimal collateral damage and sustains the functional value. “Scoliosis is a
deformity when the spine becomes abnormally curved sideways. In most of the cases
the cause is not known and it develops and
seems noticeable around the teen age. A person is said to have scoliosis when the curve
measures more than 10 degrees. Severe scoliosis reduces the amount of space within the
chest making it difficult for the lungs to functions,” says Dr SK Rajan, Head, Spine
Surgery, Agrim institute of Neurosciences,
Artemis Hospital, Gurugram.
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Kylian Mbappe penalty
proved decisive as Paris
Saint-Germain beat bitter
rivals Marseille 2-1 on Sunday,
meaning they could clinch the
Ligue 1 title this week.
Mbappe converted from the
spot in first-half stoppage time
after the referee awarded a penalty for handball on a VAR review,
restoring PSG's lead following
Neymar's early opener and a
Duje Caleta-Car equaliser.
PSG are 15 points clear of
second-placed Marseille with six
games remaining and Mauricio
Pochettino's side -- who also
have a far superior goal difference
-- stand poised to reclaim the trophy they relinquished to Lille last
season. If Marseille fail to beat
Nantes on Wednesday then PSG
will officially secure their eighth
Ligue 1 title in 10 seasons if they
can better their nearest rivals'
result when they face Angers.
Despite the apparently high
stakes for the biggest fixture in
French football, there was a distinctly flat atmosphere at the
Parc des Princes.
Authorities banned Marseille
fans from the game over concerns
of possible violence, a recurring
them in France in recent months.
Meanwhile PSG 'ultras', the
most vocal members of their
support, have decided to stay
silent until the end of the season
in protest at the club's management and at results in a campaign

A

marked by the Champions
League last-16 exit to Real
Madrid. In any case, a recordequalling 10th French championship in their history has never
really been in doubt for PSG, even
before their current run of three
straight wins in which Neymar
and Mbappe have each scored six
times.
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The Brazilian gave PSG a
12th-minute lead, meeting a
flighted ball forward by Marco
Verratti and lobbing stranded
goalkeeper Pau Lopez.
Marseille drew level just after
the half-hour as Gianluigi
Donnarumma made a mess of
dealing with a corner, allowing
Caleta-Car to prod home on the
line.
Lopez saved a Neymar freekick and Messi had two goals disallowed for offside before PSG
were awarded the penalty deep in
stoppage time at the end of the
half.
Valentin Rongier blocked a
shot with his thigh, the ball ricocheting up and striking his
elbow, an infringement spotted by
the referee after he was invited
over to the pitchside monitor.
Mbappe's successful penalty
was his 21st Ligue 1 goal of the
season and 32nd in all competitions.
The France star had another
effort disallowed for offside in the
second half.
Marseille then thought they
had snatched a point when
William Saliba turned in Dimitri
Payet's late free-kick.
Yet that effort was also disallowed, and PSG held on.
Despite seeing their eightgame winning run come to an
end, Marseille remain on course
to qualify automatically for the
Champions League as they sit
three points clear of third-placed
Rennes.
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solitary strike from Dominik
Szoboszlai helped RB Leipzig
A
round off a memorable week, with
Domenic Tedesco's men rising above
their vanquished opponents Bayer
Leverkusen and into third spot in the
Bundesliga standings.
Such is Leipzig's success under
Tedesco since the tactician took
charge last December, the visitors were
competing in this top-four battle
with Leverkusen wedged in between
two other competitions. The Saxonybased side are through to a UEFA
Europa League semi-final following
Thursday's impressive win in Atalanta
while this coming Wednesday, a DFB
Cup semi-final against Union Berlin
awaits.
Unsurprising then, that the away
side rang the changes, with
Christopher Nkunku, Dani Olmo,
Angelino and Konrad L aimer
benched.
For their part, the third-placed
hosts were keen to at least maintain
a one-point advantage over their busy
opponents.
Tedesco introduced his 17-goal
top scorer Nkunku after the restart
and the French forward's presence was
almost immediately felt.
The 24-year-old's nimble movement in the Leverkusen area led to
Willi Orban sending a shot at the target which smacked the inside of the
post.
At the other end, the lively Diaby

muscled through before finding the
side netting with an angled drive. The
game opening up more and more, two
of the division's most entertaining
teams this season appeared to revel in
producing an end-to-end spectacle.
A goal seemed certain and if
Nordi Mukiele fluffed one of the
game's best chances, skewing wide
when brilliantly played in by substitute Laimer, Szoboszlai would make
amends soon afterwards.
Taking advantage of a lapse in
Leverkusen possession, Leipzig broke,
with Nkunku feeding Szoboszlai
whose outside-of-the-boot shot took
the slightest of nicks before thumping
the back of the net.
It would prove to be the winner
for the visitors, who jump above
their opponents into third with just
four games to play.
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arim Benzema completed
K
another incredible Real Madrid
comeback on Sunday as they fought
from two goals down to defeat
Sevilla 3-2 in La Liga.
After trailing Chelsea 3-0 on
Tuesday only to secure their place
in the Champions League semifinals, Madrid stunned Sevilla to
seal the victory that has surely won
them La Liga.
Defeat would have given fresh
hope to the chasing pack, with
Sevilla and Barcelona both beginning the day 12 points behind,
Barca with two games in hand.
Instead, goals in the second half
from Rodrygo, Nacho Fernandez
and Benzema in the 92nd minute
mean Madrid extend their advantage to 15 points with six games left
to play.
An Ivan Rakitic free-kick and
Erik Lamela's smart finish had put
Sevilla two up at the Ramon
Sanchez Pizjuan.
Benzema's goal finished
Chelsea off on Tuesday after
Rodrygo had forced extra-time at
the Santiago Bernabeu and those
two, along with Vinicius Junior,
were crucial again. Benzema now
has 44 goals in 46 appearances this
season. Rakitic gave Sevilla the lead
in the 25th minute, curling a freekick into the corner after Luka
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irgil van Dijk says talk of a historic quadruple for Liverpool
V
belongs to the "outside world" and

Modric had brought down Papu
Gomez. Lamela doubled the advantage four minutes later, slotting after
Tecatito drew out Thibaut Courtois
and left the net open.
But a superb Vinicius backheel
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for Dani Carvajal allowed Rodrygo
to pull a goal back in the 50th
minute. Vinicius thought he had
made it 2-2 in the 74th minute, only
for the goal to be ruled out, the referee deciding the Brazilian had con-
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anchester United midfielder
Bruno Fernandes was
M
involved in a car crash on the way

eaking at the right time
twice over will be a masP
sive challenge in the

to the club's training ground but
was unhurt and should be available
to play against Liverpool in the
Premier League, manager Ralf
Rangnick said Monday.
Nobody involved in the incident sustained serious injuries,
Britain's PA news agency reported. The 27-year-old Fernandes
took part in training and "was OK,"
said Rangnick, who was speaking
ahead of the game against
Liverpool at Anfield on Tuesday.
"That's why I think he will also
be OK for tomorrow," Rangnick

Commonwealth Games and
Asiad, feels leading Indian
swimmer Sajan Prakash, who
is trying to shave off a second
from his personal best timing. Sajan began his international season with a gold
medal finish in the 200m
butterfly event at the Danish
Open last week.
The Kerala swimmer,
whose personal best in the
event is 1:56.48, is gearing up
for a hectic year which
includes big-ticket events

added. United would be tied for
points with fourth-place
Tottenham in the race for
Champions League qualification.

trolled with his arm and not his
chest. Madrid though were undeterred as Rakitic headed away a
corner, only for Carvajal to drive to
the line and pull back for Nacho to
finish.

risks putting extra pressure on the
Dutchman and his teammates.
Liverpool are now 11 games
away from becoming the first side
to ever win the Champions League,
Premier League, FA Cup and League
Cup in the same season.
Jurgen Klopp's men saw off
Manchester City 3-2 in a FA Cup
semi-final thriller on Saturday to set
up a final with Chelsea next month,
who they beat on penalties to lift the
League Cup in February.
City stand in their way for the
Premier League title with the English
champions holding a one-point lead
at the top of the table with seven
games to go. And the top two in
England could also meet in the
Champions League final as
Liverpool take on Villarreal and City
face Real Madrid in the last four.
"Nobody did the quadruple and
there is a reason for it -- because it
is almost impossible to do," said Van
Dijk.
Liverpool on paper face the
tougher run-in for the Premier
League title with old rivals

Manchester United and Everton
visiting Anfield this week desperate
for points in their own battles to
reach next season's Champions
League and avoid relegation respectively.
"All this talk about quadruple or
treble is from the outside world and
could put extra pressure on us," said
Van Dijk.
"It is something that everyone
would dream about, to win every
competition you participate in, but
we will see what it brings.
"Anything can happen, with
other teams as well."
Van Dijk's return to fitness has
been pivotal to Liverpool's stunning
season so far.
The Dutch captain missed 10
months due to cruciate ligament
damage last season and the chance
to lead his country at Euro 2020.
With the World Cup in Qatar
also just seven months away, he is
relishing just being back on the field.
"I was not a great player back in
the days, I was quite a late bloomer
-- that's why I enjoy my career even
more," he added
"I just want to keep it going, stay
fit, win games and see what it
brings and get ready for the World
Cup as well."

feat to seal his berth at the
Tokyo Games.
However, the duo was
unable to peak at the Tokyo
Games a month later. With
the Commonwealth Games
scheduled from July 28 to
August 8 and Asian Games
from September 10 to 25, it
will be a tall order for the
swimmers to peak twice at
such short notice. "We have
some competitions coming
up this month. They are
preparation meets. The aim
is to slowly try and peak
towards the Commonwealth
Games and Asian Games."
In order to peak twice
within a month, Sajan and

like the CWG, Asian Games
and
the
World
Championships.
"I'm picking the important meets this year. I will try
to peak for the big events
which are the CWG and
Asian Games. I'll be tapering
for those two events. I'll take
all other meets also seriously. However, main target is
CWG Asian," Sajan told PTI.
The 28-year-old wrote a
new chapter in Indian swimming by becoming the first
swimmer from the country
to qualify for the Olympics
by breaching the 'A' standard
in June last year. A day later,
Srihari Nataraj replicated the

his coach Pradeep Kumar are
meticulously planning the
Kerala swimmer's workload.
"I am going to train so
that I'm able to peak in both
the events. We will consistently train and will try not
to peak in the other
moments. "In a year we peak
2-3 times depending on the
periodisation and how you
plan it. Since both events are
close to each other we are
trying to load in as much as
possible right now.
"You never know how
the body works but we are
planning to peak in those
two weeks, let's hope for the
best."

100-day countdown for Chess Olympiad begins $7.0RKXQ%DJDQIDFHVWHUQ$EDKDQLWHVW
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he 100-day countdown for
the 44th Chess Olympiad, to
T
be held here later this year,
began on Monday with the legendary Viswanathan Anand
terming the tournament a lifetime opportunity for youngsters
to catch a glimpse of their idols.
"It is a lifetime opportunity for youngsters to get a
glimpse of their idols, watch
them play and possibly interact
with them," said India's firstever Grandmaster Anand in a
press release.
The Olympiad will be held
from July 28 to August 10.
"The Countdown to the
#ChessOlympiad2022 begins!
#100daystogo and to mark the
occasion find me on livestream
looking at some games of the

past Chess Olympiads," Anand
said in a tweet.
Several other players
including women's star D
Harika and noted coach R B
Ramesh tweeted about the
countdown.
"And the countdown
begins. Just 100 more days to go
for the grand #FIDECHESSOLYMPIAD2022 to take place
in India," Harika said.
Meanwhile, All India Chess
Federation (AICF) secretary
Bharat Singh Chauhan said,
"We are sparing no effort to
ensure that this Olympiad will
be the best ever and hope that
people will be talking about it
for the next 100 years."
Several Grandmasters and
national champions from more
than 150 countries will be participating in the Chess

Olympiad.
Hundreds of district-level
players from Tamil Nadu have
already put in their requests to
witness the games live and
soon the fever will catch up in
the whole country, the release
said.
The Olympiad was originally scheduled to be hosted by
Russia between July 26 and
August 8 in Moscow but was
moved out following the invasion of Ukraine by Russia in
February.
Subsequently, FIDE (world
chess body) allotted the championship to Chennai.
The last chess event of such
stature to come to India was the
2013 World Championship
clash between Anand and
Magnus Carlsen, the current
world No. 1.
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ocal heavyweights ATK
Mohun Bagan will have
L
their task cut out when they
face six-time Bangladesh
Premier League champions
Abahani Limited in the AFC
Cup playoff here on Tuesday.
The winners of the knockout match will join Gokulam
Kerala, Bashundhara Kings
(Bangladesh) and Maziya
Sports and Recreation
(Maldives) in the group D of
the AFC Cup main round
beginning May 18.
The Mariners, who made
an inter-zone semifinal exit in
last season's AFC Cup, had it
easy in the preliminary stage
and secured a resounding 5-0
win over a weak Blue Star SC of
Sri Lanka to make the playoffs.

The Bangladeshi outfit on
the other hand made the cut
after Club Valencia of Maldives
gave a walkover in their preliminary round-two match, in
Sylhet on April 12, citing financial crisis. That they're playing
at home and coming off after
a big win will give the local
team a slight edge.
They will also be bolstered
by the return of their regular
goalkeeper Amrinder Singh,
who had to sit out against
Blue Star because of a niggle,
and midfielder Liston Colaco.
The biggest advantage for
ATKMB is that their big signing, Finnish midfielder Joni
Kauko, was in his elements
scoring a brace against BSC,
while Moroccan midfielder
Hugo Boumous was sensational with his raids.

Forward Manvir Singh was
also among goals and scored a
double and the Juan Ferrandocoached side would count on
the positives while treating the
match like a 'final'. "It's time to
enjoy for the players until
tomorrow and for the fans, this
will be a good moment but to
be honest, this is football and
the next match is the next
Tuesday. "It will be like a final
and it's very important for us
that we don't forget to focus on
the next game," Ferrando said.
Talking about their opponents, he said: "They are a compact team, they don't play
three-four players in the
attack... We need to pay attention in pressing as we need to
keep the ball and move forward. It's not so easy but we
need to work hard to win the

next match."
Euro 2020 recruit Kauko
said he's excited to get back his
rhythm and was looking forward to the match.
"Before coming to India, I
was in two minds whether I
could cope with the weather
and would be successful in
India or not. I may not be at my
best at the moment, but slowly getting back my rhythm.
"The first target would be
to finish in regulation time, we
don't know much about our
opponents which is always
tricky. I heard they have very
good foreigners, it would be a
tough contest," he added.
According to a team official, ATKMB will continue to
miss their Fijian star striker Roy
Krishna, who has flown back
home for personal reasons.
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os Buttler's dream season just got
a bit better after he knocked the
stuffing out of a quality Kolkata
Knight Riders attack with a magnificent second IPL hundred to power
Rajasthan Royals to an imposing 217
for five here on Monday.
Buttler's 61-ball-103 had nine
fours and five sixes, some of which
were out of the ordinary, including
one off Umesh Yadav (0/44 in 4 overs)
which landed into the adjacent tennis courts of Cricket Club of India.
When he finally got out trying to
hook Pat Cummins (1/50 in 4 overs),
Royals had crossed 180-run mark and
by then the Australian Test captain
was hammered for as many as seven
fours and a six, bulk of them by the
dashing England keeper-batter.
Buttler added 97 runs for the
opening wicket stand with Devdutt
Padikkal (24 off 18 balls), who only
faced deliveries worth three overs in
the first 10 overs.
He was then joined by skipper
Sanju Samson (38 off 19 balls), who
was equally destructive in their 67-run
second wicket stand in just 5.4 overs.
None of the KKR bowlers save
Sunil Narine (2/21 in 4 overs) looked
like posing any threat to Buttler,
who seems to be walking away with
the Orange Cap with an aggregate of
375 runs in six games so far.
Varun Chakravarthy (0/30 in 2
overs) is getting from bad to worse
during the season as neither there is
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bite nor any mystery in his deliveries
and it was like cannon fodder on a
Brabourne batting beauty.
The fifth bowling option turned
out to be a nightmare as Andre

Russell (0/29 in 2 overs) completed
Chakravarthy's quota as they cumulatively gave away 59 runs in 4 overs.
Shivam Mavi (1/34 in 4 overs)
and Umesh started off well during the
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Australian all-rounder Mitchell Marsh
was hospitalised after testing positive for
COVID-19 in a second RTPCR test along
with two support staff, causing fear and
panic among rest of the Delhi Capitals
squad here on Monday.
" D e l h i
Capitals allr o u n d e r
Mitchell Marsh
has tested positive for COVID19,
following
which he has been
admitted to a hospital.
The Delhi Capitals
medical team is closely
monitoring Marsh's condition," the IPL franchise
said in a release issued late in
the evening. It is still not clear
if Delhi Capitals' next game
against Punjab Kings in Pune on
Wednesday will be called off or
not as the entire squad was put
in room isolation for the day.
The other two who have tested positive are team doctor
Abhijit Salvi and the team
masseur. The RTPCR reports of
all other players have returned
negative.

A few days back, team physio Patrick
Farhart had tested positive for the virus,
thus taking the total number of cases to
four.
A few more members from the Delhi
Capitals bio-bubble, including support
staff members, have returned positive
tests as well. Though they are all
asymptomatic, their condition is being
monitored closely by the franchise,"
release further stated.
All remaining members of the
bubble are currently in isolation in
their respective rooms, and will be
tested regularly." During the day,
Marsh had undergone two RTPCR tests with the first one coming negative and the subsequent testing returning positive. This was after Marsh
complained of sore throat and mild
fever. "Mitchell Marsh's RTPCR
first report has come negative.
However the second RT-PCR
report turned out to be positive.
All other playing members have
negative in RT-PCR tests. There
is no threat to Wednesday's
match between DC and PBKS,"
a senior BCCI official told PTI
on Monday. It is understood that
the Australian all-rounder showed
some symptoms and a Rapid
Antigen Test was performed which
came positive.
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first two overs primarily because
Padikkal is out of sorts.
However, showing cricketing
smarts, Padikkal gave Buttler bulk of
the strike and that changed the
course from the third over of the
match.
Umesh, who had started the
tournament on a bright note, got back
to his old self of being erratic as
Buttler lofted him for a four and a six
off successive deliveries.
The floodgates opened after that
as he literally toyed with
Chakravarthy, whom he hit for a six
by rocking back and having enough
time to send him into the orbit.
If there was a wide yorker, he
would steer past third-man, short
deliveries were pulled and those on
the legs were tucked behind square.
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L Rahul's elegance and Quinton de Kock's flamboyance will be pitted against the finishing skills
K
of Dinesh Karthik and Glenn Maxwell when
Lucknow Super Giants and Royal Challengers
Bangalore clash in the IPL here on Tuesday.
LSG and RCB head into the match after wins over
Mumbai Indians and Delhi Capitals, respectively and
both teams, who have eight points from six outings,
would be keen to continue their winning streak.
Up against the second-placed Super Giants, RCB
will need to address their top-order woes. While skipper Faf du Plessis has failed to fire since the opening game, opener Anuj Rawat has looked scratchy.
Virat Kohli continues to have a frustrating season. Despite looking in good form, the former RCB
captain has failed to get the big runs.
However, the arrival of Maxwell has strengthened
the side. The Australian all-rounder blasted 55 of 34
balls to get the momentum going in the chase against
DC. Meanhwile, Karthik is revelling in his role as a
finisher, single-handedly winning matches for his new
side. The seasoned wicketkeeper batter has not put
a foot wrong in the ongoing season, playing some
of the finest knocks as he bids to make a comeback
for the national team. He has been instrumental in
RCB's rise into the top four of the league table.
Engineer-turned cricketer Shahbaz Ahmed too
has impressed with his batting so far.
On the bowling front, Josh Hazlewood bowled
an exceptional spell against DC that swayed the match
in RCB's favour and the Australian pacer would be
eager to continue in the same vein.
Alongside Hazlewood, Sri Lankan leg-spinner
Wanindu Hasaranga will be key in stopping Rahul
and Co while death overs specialist Harshal Patel will
also have to play his role to perfection if RCB aim
to contain a powerful LSG batting unit.
On the other hand, Rahul (235 runs) has led the
new entrants admirably. The skipper himself is in sub-

lime form. He registered his maiden century of the
season against Mumbai and sits only behind
Rajasthan Royals' Jos Buttler (272 runs) in the leading run-scorer chart.
LSG also have enough fire power in de Kock, who
has displayed imperious form in recent games, young
Ayush Badoni, the big-hitting Deepak Hooda and
Krunal Pandya to name a few.
The new-entrants have further been bolstered by
the addition of the multi-talented duo of Jason Holder
and Marcus Stoinis. The two adding more depth in
both bowling and batting.
The pace-spin duo of Avesh Khan and Ravi
Bishnoi have managed to hold their own against some
of the most established names in T20 cricket.

Shafali eclipses
Harmanpreet as
Haryana beat Punjab in
Senior Women's T20
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kipper Shafali Verma smashed 50
n the ongoing 15th edition of the Indian
off 23 balls to lead Haryana to a IPremier League, senior wicket-keeper
Sthree-wicket
win over Harmanpreet batter Dinesh Karthik is on a roll. The 36Kaur-led Punjab in the Senior
Women's T20 Trophy here on
Monday.
Harmanpreet hammered an
unbeaten 64 off 38 balls to take
Punjab to 155 for three in 20 overs.
Haryana overcame the target
with four balls to spare.
After Shafali's blazing innings
that comprised seven fours and three
sixes, Suman Guila (31 off 25) and
Mansi Joshi (25 not out off 16) took
the team home on the opening day
of the competition.
In Rajkot, defending champions
Railways made a winning start with
a 64-run victory over Himachal
Pradesh.
S Meghana (47 off 40) and
Swagatika Rath (69 off 44) fired
Railways to 181 for four with a 103run stand.
Regular skipper Mithali Raj did
not play the opening game and Sneh
Rana captained in her absence.
In response, Himachal were bundled out for 117 in 19.2 overs.

year-old is part of the Royal Challengers
Bangalore set up and has lit up the tournament with his sensational display in a
new role as a finisher for the Virat Kohlistarrer side, which has a new leader in Faf
du Plessis this year.
RCB have won four out of the six
matches played in the tournament so far
and are currently placed in third place in
the points table. In the six matches, DK has
scored 197 runs at an astonishing strike rate
of 209.57. He is the team's leading run scorer and has been dismissed only once so far.
Karthik, who was the captain of
Kolkata Knight Riders previously, was
signed for Rs 5.50 crore in the mega auction that took place in February this year.
And he has not just lived up to the billing
but has also given a lifeline to his Team
India career.
With his consistent, power-packed
performances down the order for RCB, he
has put forward his case for selection in the
Indian team for the ICC Men's T20 World
Cup, which is scheduled to take place in
October-November later this year in
Australia.

Well, it may be too early to comment
if he's going to make it to the final 15, but
if Karthik continues to deliver in a similar
fashion for RCB this year, then it will be
very difficult to ignore his case.
On Saturday, after RCB's 16-run win
over Delhi Capitals, former Indian skipper

Virat Kohli hailed Karthik and said that this
is the best he has seen him (Karthik) since
IPL 2013. He even called him 'Man of the
IPL' so far.
During the conversation with the
modern-day great, Karthik expressed his
desire to play for India in the upcoming
multi-nation event.
"The bigger vision is that I want to play
for the country. I know there is a World Cup
around the corner. I want to be part of that
World Cup desperately and help India cross
that line. It's been a long time since India
last won a multi-nation tournament. I want
to be that person who is helping India do
that. For that, you need to be aware of so
many things. Try and be that player who
people think, 'hey, this guy is doing something special,'" he said.
Reacting to Karthik's World Cup
intentions, Kohli responded by saying
that he has definitely made a strong case
for himself and admitted that the BCCI
selectors are taking note of his performances.
"I am so happy that DK is clear with
his goals and I can surely tell you that if you
have presented a very strong case for moving forward for yourself and playing T20
cricket, not just for RCB, but I am sure a
lot of people are taking notice at the highest level as well," Kohli said.
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ormer India head coach Ravi
Shastri feels captaincy comes
naturally to Shreyas Iyer, who has
impressed in his first season as
Kolkata Knight Riders captain.
Shreyas was given the responsibility of leading KKR ahead of the IPL
2022 and the Mumbaikar has done
a decent job so far, with his team
winning three and losing as many
matches from six outings.
Shastri claims Shreyas will
only get better and better as the tournament progresses.
Speaking on Star Sports, Shastri
said, "Captaincy comes naturally to
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avid Miller, who was not a sure
starter in the playing eleven for his
D
previous two IPL teams, is loving being
"100 percent backed" by Gujarat
Titans.
Miller smashed a 51-ball 94 to help
Gujarat Titans pull off an incredible
come-from-behind three-wicket win
over Chennai Super Kings on Sunday
night. The South African played a
game-changing knock in the IPL after
a long time. The last two-three-four
years I have been playing really nice
cricket, feeling positive and I have been
scoring nice personally, back at home,
overseas, and so on, unfortunately the
last four-five years, I haven't really
played as much IPL cricket as I would
have liked to," he said at the postmatch media interaction.
"... The nature of the game, tournament (is such that) there are only
four overseas (players) and other
overseas players are always going to
miss out and I sort of found myself in
between a place where I have been in
and out of Kings XI (Punjab Kings)
and then Rajasthan.
"I played some decent games there
but I felt like I couldn't get going and
it has been encouraging to be part of
Gujarat Titans and just know I am 100
per cent backed, and have a really nice
environment, enjoy each other's success, that goes a long way in doing well,
but more importantly it is nice to play
every game." He started the innings
pretty well and did not want to stop
after that. "Yes, I mean we were obvi-

Shreyas. Look at his aggressive captaincy, you don't feel like he's leading KKR for the first time. Looks like
he's been captaining them for the last
3 to 4 seasons and it is visible
through his clarity of thoughts.
"His mindset is clear about what
brand of cricket he needs to play as
a batter.
At the same time, he's aware of
what he as a captain needs to do to
take his team to the playoffs and win
the title. "I've liked the way he's spoken during the pre and post-match
conferences and that shows he's clear
with his plans. I am convinced he'll
go a long way." Former West Indies
cricketer Ian Bishop has backed

Shreyas to come back stronger after
back-to-back defeats in the last two
games because he possesses a good
brain and also has the support of
some seasoned campaigners.
"I think despite suffering backto-back defeats, it is possible for
Shreyas to regather his troops and
bounce back. When he became
captain of the Delhi Capitals, he just
got them better and better with every
season," Bishop said. "It will take him
a little settling period here (at KKR)
but he's got some seasoned campaigners around him. Andre Russell
and Sunil Narine are experienced
players. Coach Brendon McCullum
is also very experienced.
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ously in a little bit of trouble, but I still
thought, if we batted 20 overs, we still
had some sort of chance and you never
know if you were sitting on the sideline. "So, I just wanted to try and play
my game, the way I started my innings,
I thought I started pretty well and I
didn't want to stop, I wanted to keep
going," Miller said.
Gujarat were reeling at 87/5 in
pursuit of 170, but then Miller and
stand-in-captain Rashid Khan joined
forces as they added match-winning
70 runs for the sixth wicket.
Miller said that the plan to attack
CSK spinners worked and they were
forced to bowl the pacers.
"They had three spinners and I
thought if they bowl well, they are definitely bowl all the overs towards me,"
he added.
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ace bowling sensation Umran
Malik could be fast-tracked
P
into the Indian team as early as
June when it will play seven T20
Internationals against South
Africa and Ireland respectively.
India will play South Africa
in
a
five-match
T20
International series at home
(June 9, 12, 14, 17, 20) and two
matches in Ireland's Malahide
(June 26, 28) where a secondstring team comprising whiteball specialists will be plying
their trade as the big guns prepare for the series-deciding fifth
Test against England, starting
early July.
Umran was a net bowler
during India's last World T20
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campaign in the UAE.
The BCCI is keen on having
a bigger pool of fast bowlers
going into the upcoming World
T20 in Australia and Umran,
with his scorching pace, has a
high probability of making it to
the squad if all goes well and he
remains fit over the next two
months.
The pool of premier bowlers
whose workload management
will be paramount are Jasprit
Bumrah, Bhuvneshwar Kumar,
Avesh Khan, Harshal Patel,
Mohammed Siraj, Deepak
Chahar (if fit), Mohammed
Shami and Umesh Yadav.
The three bowlers from the
fringe pack, who might get a go
in some of the 20 plus T20I
matches in the run-up to the

World Cup are Umran and leftarmers T Natarajan and
Arshdeep Singh, all of whom
have been impressive in the
IPL.
Sunrisers Hyderabad bowling coach and fast bowling legend Dale Steyn has termed the
Jammu man a "genius".
"My job with Umran is to
ensure he runs fast and make
players play differently. My job
is to try and make him forwardthinking as to what the batters
are planning on doing.
"It's exciting for us to sit back
and watch what a genius he is. I
don't want to turn him into what
I was, all I want is his geniuses
to come out," Steyn said on 'Star
Sports' 'Cricket Live' programme.

